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Factors Influencing the Utilization of Dextrose in 
the Commercial Canning and Preserving of Fruits and Vegetables. 
Introduction 
Dextrose, the most important of the monosaccharide sugars 
is produced comaerclally on a large scale "by the hydrolysis 
of corn starch. This sugar, referred to as d-glucose In 
scientific literature, and moi-e coujmonly known as corn sugar 
or cereloae by the coiamercial industries, represents a product 
of 99.5?? purity. Inasrauch as dextrose Is manufactured from 
an Important agricultural commodity, the Increased utilization 
of this sugar Is of particular Interest to corn producing states. 
The sale of dextrose In the past has been restricted because 
the pure food law regulations required that food products 
ST«-eetened with any other sugar than sucrose should have the 
fact stated on the label. However, this restriction was 
removed on December S6, 1930 by a ruling of the Secretary of 
Agriculture, which states in part, "The use of pure refined 
corn sugar as an Ingredient in the packing, preparation or pro­
cessing of any article of food in vfhlch sugar Is a recognized 
element need not be declared upon the label of any such product," 
(30) This opened a large food field to the producers of dextrose, 
Krno (S3) has outlined the various food products which 
might advantageously use dextrose In their manufacture. One of 
the principal induotriss v;?ilch 7/111 bw able to aake consider­
able use of this sugar is tho car.-nin^ Industry. The canrins 
and nrsservlng Imuntry uaeB abov/.t 360,500 tons of su.croEe 
annually. (57) By usin.-5 a lese expensive su3ar, such as 
dextrD£o, t;ile industry zny aialce a co/r.: Iderable Gavin-::. 
The Corn Industries ./Lesearch Foundation {37} ost-iu;:;tes the 
attainable i'eplacc;:.ent of cane and beet su^iar by corn sugar-
in cannirr;: and preservin; in-iuatries as 20;J or- 53,000 tons, 
Aloh;5 ?dth the economic feature the:,'e are four distinct 
advantiir^c^sf^; for trie use of doxtrose In cannin:-> 
(1). Dext,roGe enhanccc the flavor of canned fruits. 
(S) DextrOBe asf::lsts in the oroBervutlon of canned 
foods. 
(3) :Oextrose conta^.no fev? oirsars.is-rsB causln;: 
sooil-a re in cann'-d foods, 
(4) Dextrose is the healthful energy suy/ir easily 
utillKod In the body. 
Corn sugar is recognised by the uiodlaal -'rofescion as a. 
valuable, easily aasliallated, and energy prouucirn; carbohy­
drate. At the pi'eijsnt tiaie irsjaiy pnyoicLana are r''econiacndins 
the addition of corn syrup to COY."'S ruilk for infant feeding. 
Dextr-ose is one of the iniportant constituents of corn syrup. 
There ax-e three dlBadvantages v?hlch have retarded the use 
of dextrose in cannin;? and presei-'vina;,: (1) the roplaceraent of 
sucrose by dextroae in canriins come food prodi.tcts has hereto­
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fore resulted in a darkening of the product and some degree of 
caramelization, (2) dextrose is not as sweet as sucrose, and 
(3) an undesirable crystallization has been found in some 
preserves using dextrose. 
This thesis is concerned v?ith an investigation of the 
color changes (darkening or caramelization) occurring In canned 
foods in which dextrose has been used, a consideration of the 
Influence of dextrose on taste and flavor, and a study of the 
crystallization of dextrose in preserves. 
Review of Literature 
Dextrose w:;s first artificially produced by Kirchoff, (13) 
a Russian chemist, in 1811, who obtained it by heating starch 
with acidulated water. A great industry developed first in 
European countries and later in America, While the manu­
facture of liquid glucose, consiBtlng of dextrose, dextrin and 
maltose, proceeded tne manufacture of solid corn sugar 
produced by the more complete conversion of the starch during 
hydrolysis, there was & persistant effort to produce solid 
sugar of highest purity. Both the monohydrate and anhydrous 
dextrose are now produced in dry, white granular form of 99,5^ 
ourity. This amounts to an annual production of more than 
400,000 tons of dextrose (13), 
A review of the literature on the use of dextrose in 
canning and preserving is limited for two reasons; First, the 
production of pure dextrose suitable for canning is relatively 
recent, and second, most of the experimental work on this subject 
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has been confined to comaerclal laboratories and has not been 
published. 
In 1925 Beatrice Olaen (30) studied the use of Anhydrous 
Crystal line dextrose in home cookery, jj'ith fresh apples of 
good quality she v?as able to produce a satisfactory product, 
the sweetness of which depended upon the proportion of sucrose 
present, Apple compote and baked apples were prepared with 
corn sugar and compared with sucrose products. The dextrose 
compote and baked apples were both leee s.veet than the sucrose 
control, but & delicate fruit flavor v/as discerned, Olsen 
found the corn sugar used in her experiments to be about one-
half as av;eet as sucrose and the Inferior grades also 
possessed a bitter flavor, 
Poust (11) studied the use of corn sugar in sweetened 
condensed a ilk. He found that the usual proceBsln," of svicect-
ened condensed rallk in which the sucrose v/as replaced by 
dextrose, resulted in a brown colored product of Inferior flavor. 
However, a satisfactory sv/eetened condensed ajllk with 50% 
dextrose was produced If the method employed rninlralzed the 
period of time dextrose was subjected to beat with the milk in 
evaporation. Tracy (32) also used corn sugar in sweetened 
condeahed milk manufacture and confirmed Fouet's findings. 
Van Arsdale and Eddy (42) have made a noteworthy study 
on the value of types of dextrose In the preservation of 
fruits and vegetables. In their study they canned peaches, 
pears, cherries, red raspberries, tomatoes, corn, peas, beets 
and carrots V7ith sucrose, anhydrous and hydrated dextTOse, and 
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corn syrup. All these were processed similar to home canning 
conditions In glass containera at 100°C. They also prepared 
blackberry jam, plum Jain, marmalade, and cranberry Jelly 'vvlth. 
dextrose. The flndln;?.G of these Investigators are surriinariz-ed 
as follov?s so they may be compared with the results of our 
experiments using commercial methods and processes. 
1. Corn does not blend well with any form of sugar except 
cane sugar, the dextrose having a definite darkening effect 
as well as an uncatlafactory flavor effect on this vegetable. 
2. In contrast, tomatoes, peas, beets and carrots gave 
satisfactory packs with all forms of corn sugar (cereloae or 
corn syrup) in combination with cane sugar, 
3. In the preparation of plum jam the staff studied first 
the effect of temperature on cook, Hegardless of the sugars 
used, temperatures of 333°F or 2S4'*F gave unsatisfactory packs. 
It is realised that the unsatisfactory cooks were not due 
solely to temperature, but in our series with a cook of 
226®P corn sugars of all forms in combination \vlth cane gave 
acceptable results if the corn/cane ratio did not exceed 
60^ corn to 4.0% cane, 
4. In the preparation of strawberry Jam a ratio of 
corn/cane greater than 40/60 was unacceptable, and with black­
berry jam the acceptable limit was reached at-a 50/50 ratio. 
5. Currant Jelly was acceptable if the corn/cane ratio 
did not exceed 40/e0. The only exception was a 60/40 corn 
syrup/cane sugar ratio. 
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6* In general, inaraalade proved unsaLis factory if the 
corn sugar was increased above a corn/cane ratio of 40/60, 
though two combinations of cane, cereloae, and corn syrup 
at a 33.3^ ratio proved accaptable. This was at a.cook of 
220°F. At a cook of 213®F using corn syrup and cane sugar, 
acceptable coabinations were obtained at ratios as high as 
35jC syrup to 15^ cane sugar. 
7. Cranberry jelly failed to prove acceptable at a 
corn/cane ratio greater than 60/40, but there again corn 
syrup could be used in greater amounts than the cereloses, 
a ratio of 30/20 proving acceptable. 
3. With canned peaches and pea,rG in 55, 40 and 30 Brix 
syrups, accoptuble products vfere obtained vjith corn/cane 
ratios as hi^h as 50/50. 
9. Raspberry, cherry, and peach preserves could be made 
acceptably with anhydrous cereloae and cane sugar if the 
ratio was l/l. fialBing the cereloae to a 3/l ratio gave an 
unsatisfactory product, 
10. Tomato Juice, on the other hand, utilised successfully 
any of the foras of sugar as its sole sweetening agent. 
This review of the literature offers encouragins possi­
bilities for the use of dextrose in canned foods, and it 
also shows the need of information on the use of dextrose under 
commercial canning conditions in svhich the heat treatment is 
higher and the products are preserved in metal containei'^s in 
contrast to the glass used In the home. Further literature 
references will be reviewed when considering a particular factor 
affecting the use of dextrose. 
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Experimental 
The main objective of this investigation was to determine 
the factors influencing the utilization of dextrose in coaiTiercial 
canning and preserving. Throe principal problems waich have 
heretofore retarded the use of dextrose in the canning and 
preservinsT industries are; (1) the color change (darkening or 
cararnellsation) of dextrose when used in some products such as 
canned peas, coi-n and condensed milk, (2) the proper balance of 
ingredients with dextrose to give the most pleasing flavor 
(such as acid-sugar ratios and aalt-sugai' ratios), and (3) the 
undesirable crj'-stallization of dextrose in aorae products. 
The plan of procedure was to study each factor or sub­
stance separately and note its affect upon dextrose. This 
study with pure substances was followed by practical testa 
in a coraser-clal canning plant under operating coi'iditions. 
The darkening or caramellsation of solutions coritalning 
dextrose Ti'as studied as follows: 
1, The effect of time and temperature. 
3. The Gffect of metallic ions and inorganic salts. 
3. The effect of amino acids and proteins, 
4. The effect of pure starch and dextrines. 
5. The effect of concentration of dextrose, and 
6. The effect of pH alone and on each of the above. 
The application of the results from the above studies was 
siade by experimental canning testa of fruits and vegetables. 
The influence of dextrose on taste and flavor has been 
studied along the folloiving lines: 
1. The comparative s'veetness of dextrose and sucrose. 
2. The masking of flavor by sugars, 
3. Sugar-acid ratio, and 
4. Sugar-salt ratio. 
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The crystallisation of dextroae in preservea was studied 
by preparation of preserves vrlth dextrose and noting the 
results of storage. 
A study of the above objectives should increase our 
knowledge of the factors retarding the use of dextrose In 
eannlnfr and preserving and should result In Inforitiation for 
extending the use of dextrose In this industry. 
Laboratory Methods 
The laboratory procedure in studying the effect of various 
factors on the darkening of dextrose, consisted of ainimiz-ins 
the variables and studying the influence of pure substances 
on dextrose. All solutions vierc prepared -.Tith distilled water 
in pyrex containers and processed in an autoclave. The pH 
determinations were made before and after heating, with a 
Coleman Electrorcoter using a glass electrode. 
For a rapid means of measuring the amount of caraaeliza-
tlon or discoloration of the sugar solutions coloriraetr Ically, 
a method for the comparison of diluted solutions of carainel 
Goloi' in Hessler tubes was developed. Due to the large number 
of available caranielB this method would not result in absolute 
values. Hoi;vever, for the purposes of this ?rork the use of 
one caraiael, Berghausen, Free Flovtlng Carmel, Bershausen Go,, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, gave relative values which proved very 
helpful in coraoaring the different treatments given the sugar 
solutions. 
k dilution of 1 c.c, of caramel color to 100,000 c.c. 
of distilled water was used as the basic unit. This was 
obtained by adding 10 c.c. of caramel color to 990 c.c. of 
vvater. This stock solution v-as diluted in amounts varying 
from l/lOO to l/lOOO as desired, A caramel color of foiir 
units or four parts of cararael color to 100,000 parts of 
VfEter \70uld appear objectionable in a number of canned foods. 
Color Standards For Caramelization 
10 c.c. of caramel in 990 c.c. distilled 
water (Stock Solution) 
.Color Ilo'. C. G. Stock Soln. C. C. ifeter 
0 0 1000 
1 1 999 
2 , 2 993 
3 3 997 
4 4 996 
5 5 995 
6 6 994 
7 7 993 
3 8 99S 
9 9 991 
10 10 990 
The laboratory exp&ination of the canned product was 
done by food graders, who considered the quality, taste or 
flavor, and color of the product. Sugar analyses were made 
to determine the distribution of sugars in some of the 
products. The method developed for the preparation of 
canned peas for sugar analysis is as follows; 
1. Drain contents of can on l/S inch mesh screen, wash 
vjith 500 c.c. water and allow to drain two minutes. 
2, Weigh out a ten gram sample of crushed peas in 
Bailey-Walker thimbles. 
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3, Extract with 30 c.c, QS,"?? alcohol in Bailey-'iValker 
extraction apparatus for six hours. 
4, Transfer the extract, while ctill hot, to 400 c.c. 
beakers using a stream of hot Q0% alcohol for' rinsing. 
5, Place bealcere in a v?ater-bath maintained at 53-60°0. 
6, Evaporate until volume is reduce to 6-3 c.c, 
7, Add 50 c.c. (approx.) of water (75 to 30®C) and 
stir lintil all luaipa aro broken up, 
3, ilapidly raise the temperature of the solutions to 
30®C. 
9. Transfer the extracts to a 110 c.c. volumetric flask 
usin3 a stream of warm -rmter (30°C) and a policeman. 
10. Add 1 c.c. of saturated neutral lead acetate. 
11, Cool extracts to 25°C. 
13. Make to volume and shake thoroughly, 
13, Let stand at least 15 minutes. 
14, Filter through a dry filter (Whatman Eo. 1, 11 c.a. 
paper) into a dry 195 c.c, Erlenmeyer flask, 
15, Add Qufficisnt solid aodiua oxalate to ppt, the 
excess lead. (One gram Is usually suffielent.) 
16, Shake thoroughly and filter through dr'y paper into 
12 5 c, c, Elrlennj ey er, 
17, Transfer 50 c.c. of the Pb free filtrate to a 
110 c.c. vol. flask. 
18, Add 10 c.c. of ?iCl (gp. s, 1,103, 1-3,54 3aua(^), shake, 
and allow to stand for 10 hours at 25®0 or more. 
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19. Stopper the reaalnder of the Pb free f litigate and 
preserve in a CDOI place until check reductions on 
the first hydrolysis are obtained. 
30. Nearly neutralize the a,cld solution v/ith HaOH, 
(5?0> finish neutralisation with sat'd Na^CO^ 
solution usin^ sodium alizarine sulfonate as an 
indicator, (reddish brov?n color at neutrality) 
31. Cool to 2o°G,, make to voluine and iuix. 
22. Determine reducing sugars by Shaffer-Hartman 
method in a 50 c.c. aliquot (36), 
Gommercial Plant Methods 
It was learned early in this investisation that laboratory 
results in glass containers were not reproducible in the aetal 
can under commercial conditions. Consequently, as far as time 
and opportunity would permit, experimental packs of the 
different fruits and vegetables 'A-ere made. The commercial 
canning expericHjnts vvere conducted under actual canning condi­
tions in the plant of the Fairmont Canning Company, Fairmont, 
Minnesota.. 
The procedure uaually consisted of interrupting a chosen 
lot of rav/ product being canned, adding: the special brine or 
ayrup, sealing, and processing in the desired manner. Thus, 
uniforrsity of raw product was assured and control samples 
vfere available for coiiparison. The perrautite softened v;ater 
employed in the plant in canning the regular product was used 
in male ins special brines and special syrups used. 
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The cotQmei''cial packs v/ere cut and graded after cannlhfj and 
after stora;?e at 20°C for six months. 
Materials 
Four corataerclal sugars were used in these studies ao the 
results would be more aoplicable to Industrial conditions, 
Sucr'oae was obtained locally as cane sugar. The Corn Products 
Refining Co-npany supplied the dextrose in, three forma: 
(1) Anhydrous dextrose - 99,5,^ dextrose 
(2) Cereloae - dextrose mono-hyd.rate 90.9;^ dextrose 
(3) Dyno - recryatallized mono-hydrate dextrose 91.5;^ 
dextrose. 
The rav'? products v/ere secured on the market and at the 
canning plant. The quality and /.jrade of fruits or vegetables 
used are given in connection with the various experimental 
cannings. 
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Effect of Time and Teraporature on the 
Discoloration of Dextrose Solutions. 
The literature reveals that the work on tills subject has 
been llialted to caramelIzation studies on dry sugars or 
discoloration as noted In the st0riliz.ation of bacteriological 
culture -jiedia. This latter work most closely roBesnbles the 
conditionv=5 in the proceasins of canr-ed foods, 
Dek'-er (3) is of the opinion that facts do not confirm 
the atate^ient aiade in the older literature that 55® Is a 
critical temperature below x^hich colorless, harralsss lactic 
acid is forraed and above 'iVhlch are produced the much-feai-'ed 
acids with thei,r colored products. It is true, however, that 
above that temperature the character of the decomposition is 
more harmful than belo'// it. 
Gondrea and Iloth (7) in studying the sterilization of 
culture media containing glucose tried tT/o experiments. One 
portion of a one per cent trlucose solution v?aa heated for 
15 minutes at 115®G, and another portion was heated 50 alnutes 
at 100°0 for three successive days. The second experiment 
dealt with a meat mediua containing veal, peptone and glucose 
and sterilized as in the preceding expefljiment. The results 
are tabulated belov;. 
Before Heating After Heating 
^ tTlnrritsfi TiVi rrT iirtv'iRci rvl Medium Tercio. Tirae % ,!T,lucose PH % /y.lucose r>H Cofflnients 
G'lueose ) 
Distilled) 116° 20 1.00 — 1.000 -- colorless 
water ) 
•. 11 IQO" 90 1.00 — 0.95 - (pll,{5ht 
Meat 115® 30 1.06 7.31 0.735 7.6^0lor 
r» 100® : 90 1.06 7.8 0.60 6.5 
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They concl uded, that the reduction of glucose In an 
alkaline medium Is not only a function of temperature, but in 
a larger meanure a function of time of heating. 
Margaret Smith (39) studied the effect of heating media 
containing glucose on the destruction of the su^^ar. The 
mediura employed contained the follovflng constituents: 
The result0 of autoclavin>r the glucose medium at 120°C 
for various times are given belov;. 
% original 
glucoce 
Time of autoclavin.n; % rjucose present reEiaininp; dH 
Control; not heated 0.S30 100^ 7.90 
5 ffiinutes 0.S53 90 7,76 
10 niinutes 0,-336 -34 7,64 
20 minutes 0.216 77 7.54 
40 minutes 0.200 71.5 7.41 
The glucose analyses madeb efore and after by the Shaffer-
Hartiaan method show the destruction of glucose with tncreaaed 
length of heating,. This investigator also found salts as 
phosph';.;te8 increased the destruction of glucose. Smith also 
ran experissents at 100°C Blmllar to t.aose of Condrea and Roth. 
She concluded that the heating of glucose solutions for one hour 
at 100®C is approximately equivalent to 20 mln. at IIS^C, 
G-lucoge 
KoHPOx 
1.5 G 
2.0 6 
V c i  O  X  ( - 5  
Ola ctal Acetic Acid 
Oresol Red 
MaOH to pH 
Distilled Vv'ater to 
2.0 g, 
0.2 3. 
0.1 g. 
10.0 s. 
0.02 g 
d.OO 
500 o.c 
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Experimental; 
Inasaiich as It vvas observed that a rauch longer heating at 
a higher temperature was necessary to produce cara,;;elization 
o f dextrose In glass beakers (t/so hours at 350°F), and that 
carainelizatlon appeared In the canned proauct at a lower 
process, 40 mln. at 110.5®C (240"?) a series of experiaents 
v.'as carried out In a canning plant under operating conditions. 
Three concentrations of anhydrous dextrose (10;^, 25;^ 
and bO%) were prepared in distilled v/ater and plant permutlte 
softened v^ater and sealed in plain and "C" enamel 211 x 304 
cans. The canned si^gar solutions vrere heated at 115.6^0 
(240°F) for various Intervale of time as shovfn on the 
follov.'ing ta'bles. 
These cans -s/ere later opened and the solutions colori-
metrlcally cSaipared in Nessler tubes with a series of 
caramel colors, The pll of the processed solutions is also 
recorded on the following tables I and II. 
€ p
:0n' 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
25 
35 
S5 
25 
25 
50 
50 
50 
50 
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Table I 
Effect of Time and Temperature upon 
Various Ooncentrationa of Dextrose, 
Plain tins 
Time of.pH Color 
Process;After After 
in igin. Process Pro. 
Enamel tlr.^ 
Time of pli Color 
% Process After After 
conc. in Min. Process Process 
10 6.29 2.3 10 10 6.40 S.5 brovmiBh 
gray 
15 6.37 2.5 10 15 C.38 3.6 
20 6.04 3,5 10 20 6.90 4.5 
25 5.85 4.5 10 25 6.05 5.0 
30 5.63 7.0 slio 30 5.95 5.5 
cloudy 
35 5.39 3.5 10 35 5.SI 7.2 
clou ay 
40 5.13 9.0 10 40 5.63 3.5 
cloudy 
10 6.00 3.0 S5 10 6.01 5.5 
f'reen yellow 
15 5.95 3.5 On 15 5.95 5.7 
Sreem yellow 
30 5.60 4.0 25 20 5.30 6.0 
p;reen yel lo?; 
25 5.39 4.5 35 25 o.ee e.7 
ixreen yello's 
30 ^ 5.23 5.5 25 30 5.45 7.5 
yellovir 
10 5.71 gray 50 
green 
10 5.73 
15 5.59 objectionSO 
able 
15 5.86 
20 5.35 objecti-SO 
onable 
20 5. 50 
25 4.99 " 50 25 5.29 
30 4.75 4.5 50 30 5.03 
ligiit caranel 
grayish black 
It It 
gray 
5.5 gray 
yellow 
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Ttsble II 
Effect of Tlise and Ten iperatur e upon var ious Concentrations of 
Dextrose Ir 1 Distilled '.Vater Solu' tions . 
PI. ain tin EBamel tin 
pH Color pH Color 
Tlmi s of after ;\fter Time of After After 
conc. Process Process ilrocess Cone. Process Pro cess Process 
10 10 uln. 6.20- 0.2 10 10 ffiin .5.37 1.2 
10 15 e.is 0.3 10 15 o. w 5 1.2 
10 20 e.i6 0.4 10 30 5.32 1.2 
10 So 6.15 0.5 10 35 5.S9 1.2 
10 SO 5.75 0.3 10 30 5.25 1.3 
10 vJ o  5.64 1.1 si. 10 35 5.23 1.4 
cloudy 
10 40 5.52 1.1 si. 10 40 5.90 1.5 
cloudy 
25 10 5.35 1.5 25 10 5.14 1.5 
25 15 5.75 1.5 25 15 5.10 1.5 
25 20  5,19 1.9 35 30 o. 04 1.6 
25 25 4.99 2.1 35 2-5 5.00 1.6 
85 30 4.90 2 .2  :25 30 4.99 l.S 
50 10 5.39 3.0 50 10 4.73 3.4 
50 15 5.33 3.0 50 19 4.77 3.5 
50 20 5.37 3.2 50 30 4. 63 3.6 
50 25 5.10 3.3 50 30 4.59 3.7 
50 30 5.00 3.4 50 50 4.50 3.3 
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The Influence of I'letallic Salts on 
the- Carainelizatlon of Dextrose. 
The modern food processln^j plant can hardly function with­
out the use of rnetal equipment of one sort or another. The 
possible effects of corrosion production, the ln,s:redients and 
quality of the riniBhed food are of prinar^r importanco. The 
object of this experiment was to determine the effect on 
dext:ro3f? of the Ions of various metals used in aiajiln:? equip-
isent for food laanufcucture. The ten salts studied in these 
tests vrere those v/nich may -appear in canned foods in infini-
tislaal amounts to appfeciablo quantltie:;. It is knovm that 
peas, corn and tomatoes noraally contain appreciable amounts 
of'such rnetals as aluminiuja, copper, iron, nickel and sine, 
which, as they occur natur'ally, are beliuved to add to the 
nutritional value of foods in which they are found. (19) (20) 
The metal contents of fresh vegetables (45) vary from one 
to two parts per million to several times this amount; for 
exaii5ple, concentrations of iron greater than one hundred 
parts per million are not uncoanion. Certain '.cecals as they 
occur natui-'ally do not have the same effect as \i?hen added 
in fornia slaailar to possible corrosion products, La:-.;.ue (24) 
has studied the corrosion of metal equipment used in the 
manufacture of corn, peas and to.natoes. He gy-ve the amounts 
of ruetalB which might be obtained in food products from 
these sources and discussed their effect on canned food products. 
Two exnerlments were tried using. G. P. salts and anby-
arous dextrose. The first experiment siiowed the Influence 
of 25 and 75 p.p.m. of metallic ions froin chloride salts 
in a 5/5 dextrose solution. One hundred o.c. of each solution 
v.-ere heated in pyrex beakers in an autoclave for tv.'o hours 
at l-iO®C (25<SfF). The apparent pH of the solutions was 
deteremined before and after heating by a glass electrode 
potentiometer. The color of solutions were compared before 
and after hc-atinf' with a series of caramel colutions with one 
unit e"i'bivalent to one c.c. of caramel in 100,000 c.c. of 
water. The oj?iginal solutions all appeared to be water white 
as compared to distilled water in Kescler tubes. 
Table III 
Exoerlment Ho. I 
Salt 
Metal Ion 
p.p.m. 
Cone. 
DiBtilled 
water 
Dextrose 5% BOIn. 
Before heatin," 
oH Color 
5.50 water whifce 
5.40 " " 
After He;:itin^ 
pH Color 
5.70 0.0 
3.90 1.1 
KaGl 
CuGlg 
CuOlo 
ZnSoA 
ZnSo^ 
SnOlo 
SnOl.: 
SnCl,. 
SnCll 
NiClo 
SlGli3 
25 
75 
25 
75 
25 
75 
S5 
75 
35 
75 
25 
75 
5.40 
5.57 
5.39 
5.38 
5.39 
5.39 
5.33 
5.15 
5.35 
5.00 
5.40 
5.33 
11 
II 
II 
II 
It 
II 
3.35 1.0 
3.35 1.0 
3.35 1.0 
3.33 1,0 
3.35 1.0 
3.33 1.0 
3.35 1.0 
3.33 1.0 
3.35 1.0 
3.30 1.0 
5.39 1.1 
3.35 1.0 
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fJxps i"l;iient I (Cont.) 
Metal 
Ion Cone, before /ifter heaLin,-': 
Salt 0.0. :r . ori  Color oH Color 
CrClg 35 5.23 'A'atei- ivhlte 3 1.1 
GrClg 75 5.02 1 1  I t  'Z y,' .79 0.9 
CaClo 35 5.3 3 I I  M  3 .90 1.1 
CaCl^ 75 5.33 I I  I t  0 .35 1.0 
AICI3 95 5.54 ? !  i t  3 .30 1.0 
AlCl^ 0 75 4.30 
t l  T |  T  
.71 O a,  
I'-eCl^ 25 5.20 M  [ *  3 .  33 1.0 
FeCl^ 0 75 4.79 
'1 11 3  .35 1.0 
The results of the experiment us In-- metal salts In small 
arnounts sho;v taat unaerthe conditions of the exoei-linent these 
i?.et',:le In concentr:itions of 75 p.p.m. do not seriously affect 
the ciiraaellzatlon of dextrose. The decrease in pH during 
heating may be alaost completely attributed to changes In the 
dexti-'ose. The differences noted are too small tosafely drav; 
conclusions. 
The second expe riT^ent used the salts In the rs ime uiolar 
concentration as that :>f sodium chloride in canned peas. The 
amount of dextrose employed in each series v/o.s similar to the 
aiEOunt of sugar used in coramercial canned corn and peas, 
5 per cent. One hundred c.c. of the sugar-salt solution was 
placed in uncovered pyrex beakers in an autoclave and heated 
for tv.'o hours at 120®0 (250°F). The copoer, aluininlum, iron, 
nickel and chroaiiua orl;j;lnal solutions were highly colored. 
The tin solutions save a milky appearance. The pH oxaaination 
and color observations are tabulated as follows: 
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Table IV 
Salt 
Molar Before after 
Cone. Heat in;?, Heating;'. Color after heating 
Distilled 
7ater 5.60 5.70 
DexU''ose 0.023 5.40 3.60 
KaCl 0.303 5.20 3.75 
GuClo 0.503 3.40 1.10 
ZnSo^ 0.3 0 d 4.40 3.00 
SnClo 0.303 1.50 0.72 
r^n CI 0.303 0.45 0.43 
NiClg 0.303 4.63 2.90 
GrClg 0.303 2.40 2.03 
CaGl2 0.303 5.80 3.15 
AlCl.^ 0.303 2.30 3.10 
Feci.;: 0.303 1.35 0.47 
7/ater white 
1.0 very sllf^ht tinge of yellow 
^  g  I I  I I  I I  H  II 
light green color no cara;ael 
odor 
15 yellow - carameliaation 
yello'tY ppt. amber solution 
Brovai color and ppt. worst of 
series 
no apparent chanf^e in color 
no oara;iiel odor 
31ck color, ca$?aaol odor 
1.2 very sligbt yellow tlnije 
Brovvn oloi'', caramel odor 
3rov;n coloj?, caramel odor 
Observations: 
From the above data it appears t'nat the sodiura, calciun 
and nickel chlorides do not have appreciable influence on the 
cararcells'.ation of dextrose. All other mstals in the concentra­
tion used caused undesirable effects. It appears that nickel 
metal should have an actvantafr,e for canning", e-^.ulpment construction. 
The influence of tin salts should be noted as it shows a reason 
•for advocatinj^ enaael-llned cans when dextrose is used in 
canning soiie food products. In thece data the effect seems to 
be largely due to the tnetaTLlic Ion rather than the change in 
pJi as the latter does not seem to be correlated with the cara-
melisatlon in this particular experiment. 
Influence of Araino Acl:ls and Proteins on Dextrose 
There Is considerable evidence in the literature supporting 
the resvction bet'seen Amino acids and ••-;rotelna. Von Euler and 
co-workers (45) published a study of the changes in the 
freeKinr point of sugar solutions caused by the addition of a 
solution of amino acid. The shov;ed tne reaction is a combina­
tion of one laol of amino acid v^ith one mol of sugar, vfhlch 
corifoination is increased by alkalinity and reversed or 
inhibited by acidity. 
Von E'.iler (43) and Kurt Maurer (37) hax'-e extensively studied 
the reactlonn betv.'een aiaino acids and su^'.ars and have prepfired 
a number of a^iino acid ^lucosides ana crystll Ine dlpeptide 
glucosideo. Ambler (1) q.uantitatively studied the reaction 
between aaino acids and glucose. He found that the course of 
the i''eaction depends upon the conditions of concentration, 
te-aperaturo and time of heatin,?;. At the boiling point in 
dilute solutions 10 snola of glucose may be destroyed per ;aol 
of aaino acid. In this roaction highly colored compounds of 
progressive complexity belonging to the general class of 
"aslanoidins" ^vere formed. 
The literature reveals that aldo and Iceto sugars react 
'5ith amino acids readily with the forraation of highly colored 
products the exact nature of which is unknown. The reaction 
is probably a condensation of araino acid •.vith aldehyde or 
ketone group, since sugar containing neither free aldehyde 
nor ketone group fail to give any such reaction. 
Dovvell 3: 24enaul (9) state, "The greatest effect is obtained 
In the reaction between dextrose and a protein hydrolsate v/hen 
the reaction ie either neutral or sli7,litly acid." 
Tracy and co-workers (33) studied tiie relation of dextrose 
to the brown diBcoloration of sv;eetned condensed aillk. These 
authors ti'io-.u2;ht the dextrose-protein combination v/ae in part 
responf3 Ible for this discoloration and conducted a aeries of 
eKpei"'lnients in vihich various oroteins and sugars were heated 
at 131''C (250°F) for 30 minutes. Their results are suarnarized 
in the following table • 
Table V 
The Effect of Heat on Dls ! coloration of Sugars and Proteina 
pH p3 after Color after 
Product orif!;inal Bteriliz in.?:'. Sterilization 
50€ dextrose in I'vater e.30 4.95 no chan3;e 
.25"C lactose in '^ater 5.95 5.35 S i  M 
oOf^ sucrose in vVo;iter 6.27 5.93 i l  
Skimmilk 6.75 6.60 siIght tan (normal 
color sterile njllk) 
SiciKi + SS'l lactose 6.55 6.30 Marked yello?.'-brown 
Skim + 25'i dextrose 6.55 0.15 Dark 3ro'.'m 
Skini 2' sucrose 6.60 6.45 Slight tan (noraal 
color sterile milk) 
Dialized Albuain + 25% 6.50 5.15 iilarkea bro;vn 
dextrose 
Dialiaed caaein + 25% 6.50 5 .10 Dark bro^vn 
dextrose 
Dialized caaein 6.75 no change 
Dlalized alburain 6.70 — no change 
The data on tnia table clearly Indicate that there Is 
some reiictloa between tae sugar and the protein ivhereby a 
hifrhly colored pre duct is forined. 
Trac3'' founS the discoloration In a":r,l:r; milk containing 
dextrose to be increased with higher vtl, and more rapid at 
higher teiiperatures of storage. 
Exoerimental; 
10- isjpams or casein and gelatin*were separately hydrolyzed 
In 500 c.c. of 7 normal sulfuric acid by boiling under a reflex 
condenser until t'ae protein m9.tei''lal no longer gave the 
biuret tc-Dt. This treatment broke dovsn the coniolex pr-oteins 
to the 3.)aino acid 3tate. The sulfuric acid was neutralised 
and procioitated by a saturated Barium hydroxide solution 
adcJed In juet Gufficlsnt .araount. The filtrate ••vac; clarified 
?;lt'a animal charcoal and the volume adjusted to 500 c.c.. 
and Bergien (15) giv'-e the aiL'ino acid analysis of casein and 
gelatin as follo'.vs; 
Table VI 
The Percentage Amino Acid Content 
Amino Acid GeT.atin Casein 
Glycine 85 .5 0.4 
Alanine 3.7 1.3 
Derine 0.4 0.5 
Valine 0.0 7.9 
Leucine ) 
Isoleucine) 7.1 9.7 
Phenylalanine 1.4 3.9 
Tyx-osine 0.01 6.5 
Cystine 0.17 0.3 
Tryptonhane 0.0 2.2 
Proline 9.5 3.0 
Bydroxyproline 14.1 o.s  
Aspartic acid 5.4 4.1 
G-lutaffiio acid •5.8 31.8 
Hydroxyglutamic acid 0.0 10.5 
Hist idine 0.9 2.6  
Arginine 9.1 5.2 
liysine 5.9 7.6 
Methionine + 0.2-*0.4 
Aafflonia 0»4 1.6 
The study of the effect, of aalno acids on sugHr durIn.^ 
heating consisted of using various amounts of a 25,t su^ar 
aolution and oxie-half or one-fourta mixtures of fsugar and 
aciino acid sDlutlon. The color and pll of the ' solutions were 
raeaaured before and after heating tvjo hours at 131°C (950°F). 
Ta-ole VII 
Protein 
Per cent Source of pH Color 
3u;-ar Ainlno % Amino before aiterbefore after 
Solution Adda Actds heating . _ heatln,^; 
none 0 selatin 100 5.57 5.57 Wx U • ;vn 10 yelllsw 
none 0 cassin 100 5.00 4.95 yello'T 30 brovjnlsh 
sucrose 100 none 0 4.90 4.01 1.1 3.5 el. tlns< 
of yellow 
sucrose 50 gelatin 50 D. 57 5.19 2.5 50 dark 
amber 
sucrose 75 gelatin, 25 5.57 6.16 1.0 40 c.r;ro,iiiel 
color 
Bucrose 50 casein 50 5.00 4.40 A F-, 150 red 
caramel 
sucrose 75 casein 25 5.00 4.40 3.0 125 deep 
a mber caramel 
Anhy. 
Dextrose 100 none 0 5.00 4.10 1.3 5.0 si. 
yellow 
U 50 gelatin 50 4.96 4.75 5.0 200 red-
" 7 
brown 
75 gelatin 25 4.93 4.77 3.4 175 deep red 
caramol 
H 50 casein 50 5.40 4.23 2,7 300 black 
gref 2n cara:nel (1 75 casein 25 5.35 4.23 1.3 250 black 
green caramel 
In V i e?i o r the great discoloration in su{5ar solutiona ifith 
anilno acids It was of interest to deterr: sine the dex troae content 
of the solution8 after heatlns These c Lata •; vers pr ssentsd in 
the follo'vln-, table VIII. 
Table VTII 
Dexti-ose Analysis of Amino Acid Solutions 
After Heating v?lth Dextrose. 
Protein Apparent incr. % loss 
Propor- Bource of Prop, % Dextrose in reduc, .Dextrose 
tlon of Amino Amino After su'o, cslc. coaoiared 
Supcar • SU'-rar Acids Acid! 3 Heat in/': 3.3 d e X tro'-ie oris 
Sucrose 100 none 2,3 S.3 
none none gelatin 100 0.9 0.9 
none none casein 100 1.4 1,4 
BUGrose 50 gelatin 50 1.3 1,3 
M  75 gelatin 25 3.3 5.3 
t r  50 caDSin 50 3.9 3,9 
( f  75 casein 25 .• 5 .5 5,3 
Aiihy. 
i)extrose 100 none 33 .35 1.15 loss 4.6' 
50 gelatin 50 10.6 1.9 loss 15.6-
tl 75 gelatin r \  r - 17.1 1,7 loss 9.0 
I t  50 casein 50 10.3 2.3 •• loss 17.6 
M  75 case in 25 17,1 1.9 loas JLO . 4: 
Obsei-'vatlons on the effect of Amino Acids on Sugars; 
Although the quantity of amino acids uoed in tais expei-iaient 
exceeded that norinall.y found in food products it is of interest 
to note that: 
1. The darkening of dextrose in canned food products may 
not be due to caz'-ajieliEation. It is to a greater 
extent due to the Influence of amino acids and proteins 
present, 
2. rifflino acids had a max'ked effect on the discolor'ation 
of both aucroae and dextrose. The decoifipoaitlon of 
sucrose was perhaps due to the oH Influence causing 
invetvaion as evidenced by reducing sugars present 
after heating. 
3. A part of the dextrose disappears from solutions in 
the presence of amino acids. 
The Effect of .Starch and Dexti-'lnes 
on .Oexui"'ose 
In this study on the influence of starches and dextrines 
on dextrose four starches which previoasly had received various 
acid treat.nentB ':vere used. These niodifiod starches and their 
res'oective reducin;- values are as follovjs: 
ReducYnr;. value 
Code Starch mg.. .gjucose aer )^;ra!ii _____ 
F Pear Kt?a''Gh 
(':;hite Corn Starch) 
2 iodlfied Corn Starch ;IH4 
3 Modified corn starch Illll 
4 Itodified corn starch viO 
0.02 
1.6 
6.0 
12.9: 
100 c, G .  Bolutioi'ia containinfr 10 grams of s-ucrose or dex­
trose and one if one of the aboi-e s Larches "vere neatt^d 
in the pyrcx beakers in the autoclave a,t 121°C (250°?) for 
70 ailnutes. pH determinationa were rsade before and after heating. 
The data fi'Dm the analysis for dextrose after procsssing are 
given In the following table. 
Table IX 
Analysis of Sugars processed wlta starch 
pH Corrected 
10 Ora;ns • 1 Gram before after ^ /U- Incr. j 
No» SU;:> ar Starch he a tinR Dextrose t> Dex, Gorajionta 
AO Anh. Dex. none 5.75 14.05 10.00 0.0 water v?hite 
PA rf If Pearl St. 3.ao 4.35 10.02 0.02 Bl. discoloration 
2 A 11 Mod. S.?vH4 6.15 4. SO 10.04 0.04 tl !) 
3A rt II Mod. S. RHl 5.55 4.40 10.16 0.16 U M 
4A TT £)  :;!OCl. . Vt'C 3.45 3 ,45 10.52 0.52 no discoloration 
SO Sucrose none . 5.30 4.55 0.17 0.17 vvater white 
FS' i'Siirl 3.50 7.20 0.02 0.02 al. dark, viocous 
23 It Mod. G. RH4 6.55 5.35 0.19 0.19 si. discoloration 
3S t l  wlod. o. a.10 5.03 Q.45 0.45 clear, no- " 
4S J1 **lO . h,J . Ti 0 3.60 3.53 0.52 0.Ji2 no discoloration 
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Observations: 
It aopeaz^s tViat added starch does not have such an 
iTBTiortant ini'luence on the caramellzation of dextrose. Inasinucix 
as the control Bolutlons of eucrose and dextrose did not 
evidence; discoloration or decomposition, the eligiit discoloration 
noted in the starch solutions ^ ay be ^uLributed to tlie sta^-'ch 
and its degradation products. The lo'.ver pH inhibited discolora­
tion. It should be pointed out that the Taanufucturer selscting a 
food starch should ^ive attention to the pH of the starch with 
respect to its intended use. 
The Influence of Concentration 
on Gars-melisation 
In this experiment a series of anhydrous dextrose solutions 
of incr'easln=3 coricentratlonc v/enc berated one hour at 131°C 
('250°F) in plB.in tin, ena!:[iel-lined and glass containers 
holding 240 c.c.. The solutions ?-fere prepared 'A-ith distilled 
water. The pH aiici color of the various solutions are tabulated 
as follov;sj 
— 3^ — 
Tablo 
Trie Effect of Concentration on Cariiniol i"ation 
^ Sugar pH Original Color after heating 
Cone, Orlp:inal G-lass Tin Enainel Oolor Cilass Tin Eiaiael 
5 6.35 4.13 4. "xO 5,10 0.0 1.0 2.3+ • 
to 
10 6.33 4.03 4.13 5.05 • 0.4 1.7 3.3 + 4.4 
15 5.39 3.94 4.10 5,00 0.3 0 /I •-/ • •a- 2.5+ 5.7 
sc­ 6.13 3.39 3.95 4.90 1.1 3.4 4 .0+ 0.3 
ot:. 6.04 3.36 3.39 4.30 1.3 4.5 4.5 7.3 
30 5.33 •3: 0.-X 0 3.31 4.55 1.6 5.2 4.5 3.1 
35 5.73 3.79 3.71 4.50 1.9 6.3 4.9 3.6 
ao 5.50 3 .76 3.61 4.41 2.2 6.9 0 • o 9.0 
45 o # 30 3.73 3.50 4.30 2.5 7.6 5.6 9.5 
50 5.00 5,70 5.40 4.20 3.0 3,3 6.5 10.0 
Color value.?; threat er than 0.5 are objectiona" ;:ile 
+'.Vh.ite cloudy precipitate was also noticeable 
From the preceding table it is evident that; 
1. Under a ^ iven set of conditions ",reater carajnelisation 
is noticeable in the mox'e concentrated dextrose solutions, 
2. In general, the pH of dexti'-ose solutions decreases v/ith 
the concentration upon heating. 
3. G-lass has the least, tin cans the next, and enariel-lined 
cans the greatest effect on the caraselisat ion of 
doxtroao solutions. 
4. The fine cloudy precipitate In the 5, 13, 15, and 30,4 
solutions processed in tin cans was not noticeable in the 
higher concentrations with increased pH. 
Tin? effect of -pii on the 1L '• .'A t i o n o f D ex t ro r, e 
In deternilnlns the. affect of single factors of c'nealcal 
substances on the cara;iie?LIsatlon of dextrose it Is difficult 
to Go.i-inletely Isolrfte the individual factor. In the experi­
ment ;il vock -.vlth salts it an pear 3d that tiae hydro;;"en-ion conc­
entration of the hydrolyaed salt may 0\rer-Gha'd0v; the action 
of the Oietallic ion or inhibit the chemical action v/lth the 
dextrose iX io lecu le .  
Preliminary exoarimsnts sho^ived that dextrose carasi&llzed 
readily In alkaline solutions. Inasmuch as moat canned,fruit 
and vegetable products are acid it is of Irfc erest to note the 
effect of acidity upon dextrose. 
The study on pH v/as divided into three piirtG (1} the 
effect of pH on the four sugars at a given concentration 
(9) the effect of different acld3 on dextrose at three pH 
levels (3) effect of acid on the discoloration of sugar and 
brine solutions pached in tin and enarael-lined cans. 
Four cotaniGrclal sugars v!ere used In this experiment; 
Anhydrous, Dyno, Regular Dextrose, and Sucrosc. The concentra­
tion worked with was 25 fcraas of suijar per 100 c.c. of 
distilled water of pH 5.4. To 100 c.c. in a pyrex beaker 
0.1 N lactic acid or KaOH was added to get the desired pH. 
These solutions v;ere heated for tv^o hours at 121°G {2oO°F) 
because carameliaation did not appear sufficiently for comparison 
purposes in a c.lass container at a lov/er teniperGture. The 
coloi'' of the solutions v/as compared before and after heating 
- .'•> J. 
with various dllutionc of stock car a.Ti el soluulon so that a 
relativG, co.iip/irjible inJe'c of color v/ub obtained. The pH vfas 
alao nseasured. after heatina. In the aeries aii attempt v;as 
raadc to buffer the solutions by addiiiir 5 c.c. ©aca of 0.1 ti 
lactic acid and NaOfi, 
3ef: ^re he 
Table 
r. 1 V, 
«*• V A. 
XI 
A • fter he-it in-T, 
Code oH Color i 1 [KS
 1 
Color Goanients 
Anhydrous dex trose 
:\0 5.43 1.3 3.30 C.O Anhy. control 
A1 7'. 6 5, 1.3 3.91 9.5 
A2 6 ,30 1.3 3.39 8.0 
A3 4. 56 1.3 3.75 6.0 
A 3.30 1.3 3.ei 4.0 
A 5 3.20 1.3 0 ,1'bj 3.0 
A6 o K,n -« « O T -5 -1. « t..," 3.49 3.0 
A7 C. 10 1.3 4.20 13.0 Iia lactate buffer 
Dyno series 
DO 5.30 1.0 "7., ;:ir> 5.0 Dyno control 
D1 7.22 1.0 3.31 iD C,  o«o 
D3 6.55 1.0 0. c-Q 3.0 
Do 4.70 1,0 3.70 5 ,0 
D4 "z c; ^  1.0 3,61 4.0 
D5 sisg 1.0 3.33 3 .5 
DC 2.55 1.0 2.50 3.0 
D7 5 .39 1.0 4i23 13.0 Na Lactate buffer 
Re>"ula r Dextr ose Hydrate 
RO 5.71 3.5 3.3S 3.0 2-3Z- Control 
R1 7.45 5.5 , 3 . 90 13.0 
•CO 6.50 3.5 , 3.39 10.0 
R3 4.76 o. 5 3.73 3.5 
R4 3.95 , 3.63 7,0 
R5 3. ^0 3,5 3.31 s .o  
R6 9 5;'^  3.5 3. 85 3.0 
R7 6,01 3.5 4.2S 20.0 • Na Lactate buffer 
Sucrose 
SO 5.19 1.0 3.63 5.5 Sucrose control 
SI 7.45 1.0 3.97 4.5 
S2 6.30 1.0 5.69 5.5 
S3 4.50 1.0 5.59 7.2 
S4 3,90 1.0 3.49 7 .5 
S5 o. (iiO 1.0 3,20 3.5 
S6 2.53 1.0 2.53 21.0 
S7 6.35 1.0 4.25 5.5 Na Lactate buffer 
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From trie above data it aay be seen; 
(1) that alicaline solutions favor cara^uelisation, 
(2) taat as the pH decreases to 2.50 the amount of diacoloratlon 
of dextrose decreases, 
(3) that the anhydrous corelose color values are only slightly 
rtrcater than those of the rscryotalllaed Dyrio sur^ar, 
(4) that th3 cax'aniel Ization of sucroce is less in the 
original a.li:alln© solution but increases as tha pH 
decreaijes, and 
(5) that the salt sodiuia lactate, favors car a 20 liz a tlon in the 
de:ttro8e solution but inhibits it in the iracrose solution. 
Effect of Different Acids and pH upon 
Dextrose Cararnslisation 
To 100 c.d, of solutiorx contalnitig 25 ^rams of anhydrous 
der-ctrose in a nyvex bealxer \':ere added different acids to 
produce hydrogen ion concentrations approximately at 3 pH 
levels, 5, -1, and 3,4. Color and pii zaeasuresentE r;ere aaae 
before a.hd after heat inn; for two hours at 121°C (350®?), 
Taljle XII 
After Proceiialn.."^, 
Dode 2 tirs. at 13X^0' 
Control Acid pH Color pH Oolor 
Control none 5.91 1.3 3.71 3.5 
LI Lactic 5,15 3.72 3,2 
L3 Lactic 3.93 !I 3.69 ?!o 
LS Lactic 3.41 !t 3.56 4.0 
A1 .'••Lcetlc o • o -.1 3.71 3.3 
A3 Acetic 3.99 tl 3. 69 7 ,3 
A3 Acetic 3.31 1» 3 .33 3.9 
01 Oxalic 5.00 it 3.70 3 . 9  
03 Oxalic o ,90 i! 3.59 6,3 
03 Oxalic 3.40 II K J  0  X J O  3.6 
SI Oitrlc 5.13 (1 3.72 3.4 
S3 Citric 4. OS :i o.dO f  « u 
S3 Cltr'ic 3.30 ti T  O * <&w V-' 4.2 
Ml iiale>ic 5.03 I t  3.70 8.2 
M2 i-aleic 3.90 t )  3.61 6.5 
M3 fclaleic 3.53 U  5.39 r r  n <'' • r 
PI Fhoaphorio 5.10 1! 3.70 3.1 
P3 a-hosphoric 4.05 " 3.61 6.6 
P3 Fhosphoric 5.30 (1 5.21 3.6 
K1 Kitric 5.08 I I  3.70 o. 3 
N2 liitric 3.90 t l  3.60 6.5 
N3 I'll trie 3.40 1 »  3.35 4.2 
HI £ulfur Ic O  . Owif !) 3.70 7.9 
H2 Sulfuric 4.12 I I  5.62 
a s  Sulfuric 3.40 It 3.ol 4.1 
K1 Hydrochlori CO»0 o 11 3.70 .3.0 
K2 HGL 4.06' t l '  •  3.61 6.4 
K3 HCL 3.20 n  •y T  3 ,3 
K4 v J U  2.66 I I  2.60 o 
K5 H.CL 1.35 I I  1.73 10.00 
Prom the above data it appears that: 
1. The kiria of acldj e:<CGpt oerheips phosphoric, does not have 
a ai^nificant influ.ence. 
2. Discoloration Is Inhlblfeea by the solutions of lov;sr pH. 
3. It Is noticeable that with a "oH less than 2,50 that 
caraniollzatlor:., is ';;rej.tly acceler-ted, 
I.actlc acid v.-ras used In the follovrin;.;; series of practical 
tests i.;3ir?;~ coisaer^cial cans. In this experiisent there are 
Eeveral variableSj tiiree different sugars, salt, acid and 
plain tin or en-amel-1 ined cans. The vfater used -^-as persutite 
BOftfried 'ivater which had a pH of 8.3. To the Ko. 2 cans the 
Indicated substances were added plus water to fill. The 
sealed cans v;ere proceor.ed 40 minutes at 115.S°C {.240°F). 
The following tables XIII, KIV and XV show the aaounts of 
BUK,ar, salt nnd acid added, the initial and final p.'i, and 
the solution colors in plain and enamel cans. 
Graae {>r:Mas :if ' 
• -S-raas of Anhydrous Hycirrste pli of 
Sucrose Dextroae Doxtrose ;3-rai:iB '..y£ c.c. of oO^Brine 
Code Per Per oor Sa?Lt per Lact lc per* befoi'o 
ITo. 2sO. 3 can No. 2 can Mo« 2 can I-iO. 2 can No. 2 can processing 
10 
11 
12' 
14 
15 
16 
13. 
22; 
2S 
2^ 
3t>: 
07 
28 
29 
31 
33 
33 
35 
.0 S 
10 
10 • 
"! A 
vSSiS:^ 
10 
10 
l-J 
ID 
..R i C j  «  I . . '  
S3i5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
.5-
or; c. 
2.33 s 3.10 
S,29': 
3.21; 
• a. 24 
3.33 • 3.09 
3.05^ 
2.33 3.03'; 
0.3 4.,51-
0.3 -4.50; 
Oi3 4.52; 
2.33 •0.5 
• •!: 
4.4a;; 
2.33 0.3' •,4.39; 
3.33 ' 0,3' • '4.40: 
2.S3 • 0;3 4.47; 
a.06 • 3.00; 
3.06 :7.9i; 
8.06 7.92 
8.06, • o;3- 4.4Q: 
• < 
3i06 0.3 4.32 
3i06 0.3 4.33 
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Table XIV 
Examination of PJnaiael-Llned Cans after Proceeslns 40 min. at 240°F 
Color Rank 
Code (Ko, 1 
Ho. pH Color of 3rlnea colorless) Goaaents 
10 7.12 very slisht tinge 2 pH of plant water 3.3. 
of yellow 
11 7.30 very slight tinge 2 
of yello?/ 
12 5.30 slight tinge of 3 Unsatisfactory because of 
yeliow color, cloudy fine sediment 
14. 6,31 slight tinge of 3 Unaatiefactory because of 
yellov/ color. 
IS 7.01 very slight tinge 2 Conoiderable sediment. 
af yellov/ 
16 6.20 slight tinge of 3 Unsatisfactory because of 
yellow color. Some sediment. 
18 6,34 alight tinge of r» O Unsatisfactory because of 
yellov; color. Some sediment. 
19 4.87 later white 1 O.K. Goloi'less. 
20 5.09 u-ater White 1 O.K. 
22 4.95 •vater White 1 O.K. 
23 4.85 Water v/hite 1 O.K. 
S4 5,09 Plater White 1 O.K. 
36 5.15 ¥ater white 1 O.K. 
27 5.13 ?iater white 1 O.K. 
33 6.79 very slight tiiifje 2 
of yellov/-
29 5,93 Blight tinge of 3 Unsatisfactory because of 
yellow color. Brown floculant sed. 
31 5.92 yellow 4 II It  It  t l  
32 4.71 Water white 1 O.K. 
33 4.34 ifater* white 1 O.K. 
35 4.97 iiater white 1 O.K. 
^Color scale used; 
water white 
alight tinge of yellov? 
light yellov/ 
medium amber 
arjt)er 
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Table XV 
Examination of Plain tin cans after Processing 40 mln. at 240°F 
Code 
Ko» pH Color of Brines Color Pvank CoaiBents 
10 7 .40 •^^•mediu'ai amber 5 Unsat . because of color. 
Cons iderable s edlment, 
11 7 .51 SI. tinge of yell-• 2 Some fine sediment. 
12 6 .07 
o w 
&mber 10 Unsat . because of color. 
14 5 .09 Amber 9 Unsat . because of color. 
15 7 .30 light yellow 4 Unsat . because of color. 
Considerable sediaent. 
16 6 .00 i\raber 7 Unsat . because of color. 
Considerable brown sediment. 
13 6 .05 A^nber 8 Unsat .. because of color 
Considerable brown sediment. 
19 4 .99 T/atei' white 1 O.K. Colorless 
20 5 .13 :Vater v/alte 1 O.K. 
22 5 .07 vYater v/hlte 1 O.K. 
23 4 .35 Wate r whi te 1 Some fine white sedimeit. 
24 4 .36 Water v/hite 1 i^ome fine white sealatent. 
26 4 .74 'Jitter white 1 Some fine white sediment. 
37 5 .31 v7ater white 1 Some fine white sediment. 
38 7 .05 SI. tinse of 3 Unsat . because of color. 
yellow Some brorni floculant sed. 
29 5 .70 medium asiber 6 Unsat . because of color. 
some brovm floculant sed. 
31 5 .76 Araber 7 Unsat . because of color. 
Gonsidera.ble brown sed. 
w 4 .64 Water v/hite 1 Some fine white sediment. 
to to 4 .79 Water vyhite 1 Some fine white seJlment. 
35 4 .73 Tfater ?;hite 1 Some fine white sediment. 
Co lor scale used 
Watei' whlto 
Slight tinge of yellow 
Li^ht yellow 
J^edium amber 
amber 
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Observations on the Effect of pH on Carainellzatlon of Sugars 
1, Lactic add in the concentrations of this experiment Inhibits 
the caramGllsation of anhydrous and hydrate dextrose in 
both plain and enaoiel-lined tins. 
2. Further, lactic appears to inhibit the discoloring action 
of salt on dextrose, 
5. The salt appears to be an agent v^hich gives rise to a sraall 
amount of color .in plain and enasol-lined cans. 
4, A 1.68^:5 solution of anhydrous dextrose un.3er the conditions 
of the experiaent y/ill caraaiellae in both plain and emmel-
lined tlna, 
6. The plain tin container appears to aid caramellaatIon. 
7. Salt in sufficient concentrations appears to increase the 
caramelizatlon of dextrose, 
5. Increasing the dextrose content to 4.33,^ increased the aaiount 
of caramelizatlon and discoloration. 
9, The hydrate form of dextrose appears to caramelise more 
readily than the anhydrous, 
0. The pH appears to be a definite factor in preventing the 
carameliaatian of dextrose solutions under coaraercial 
conditions. 
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Influence of Dextrose on Taste and. Flaror 
Authorities v/idely differ as to the comparative sv;e6tneas 
of dextrose and Bucross. The following, table is only 
suggestive of the v?ide ranges of differences which are recorded 
in the literature. 
These discrepancies say be ejqslained possibly by differ­
ences in methods used for comparing sweetness or by the 
presence of compounds other than sugars which may influence 
the Judgment of the Investigators. 
The taate sensation may be Influenced by many factors (17) 
among tvhich are; (1) strength of solution employed, (2) amount 
of solutions applied, (3) extent of surface excited, (4) 
duration of application, (5) temperature of solutions, (6) stette 
of rest or uioveinent of the tongue, (7) nature of preceding 
stimuli, (8) adaptation, (9) fatigue, (10) touch, (11) smell, 
and (12) slsht. While these and other factors were kept in 
ffllnd a strict psychological procedure by controling the touch, 
teniperature, and aiovement factors, by the application of 
aaall amounts to the taste buds on the tip of the tongue, and 
Author 
Sweetness of Dextrose 
as coinpared to Sucrose 
Ayers, ?filliaaia 3: Johnson (2) 
Krause (22) 
Ruhe (33) 
Sale and Skinner (34) 
Blester Wood and Wahlln (3) 
8/9 as BVjeet 
l/S as sweet 
3/5 as svfeet 
1/2 as sweet 
3/4 as sweet 
ellaiination of smell by closing the nostrils, etc., ?/as not 
followed. Although not all factors enumerated were reduced 
to a iBlnlmuin, they were kept constant* 
Sweetness Value of Dextrose 
The Qelection of a tasting panel. 
The usual procedure for establishing the Judge's 
threshold for the four types of etinjull consists of testing 
each Jud-re with a aeries of solutions of increasins concentration. 
The solution which produced a definite stimulation for each 
of them, viz, Bweet, sour, salt, and bitter, was that judge's 
threshold for that particular flavor* To obtain the thz'eshold 
for sweetness, the Judge, i'laving rinsed the south thoroughly 'A'ith 
distilled water to adjust hiJBself to the flat taste, then took 
5 c.c. of the lowest concentration of sugar, carrying it to all 
parts of the mouth and then recorded whether or not a sensation 
was- produced. If not, then trie Judge rinsed the mouth again 
with distilled water and proceeded with 5 c.c. of the next 
higher molar solution and so on until he perceived a definite 
sensation for the substance \inder examination. He then con­
tinued with the reaiainder of the series, recording positive 
or negative sensations as experienced. As the solutions 
increased in concentration it became more difficult for the 
Judge to determine how much sv/eeter, for example, the last 
solution tasted than the preceeding one and finally, in most 
cases, a concentration was reached 5i?here the Judges' only 
response was intense stimulation. This method Is slailar to 
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taat employed In the U. S. D, A. Laboratoi'-es for testing 
food graders (41), 
Beister, V/ood and Wahlin (4) used the method In tasting 
pure sugars described as follovvs; "Before stii-rtlng a ssrlea 
and between successive tastes of solutions In a series, the 
experimental subject rinsed her mouth with 15 c.c. distilled 
•.vatsr and all visible moisture was quickly reaoved from the 
tip of her extended tongue by moans of a dry absorbent cotton 
swab. The solutions were transferred separately by means 
of medicine droppers in uniform quantities of one drop to 
the tip of the extended dried tongue. In order to eliminate 
the factor of ssnell, the subject closed her nostrils by 
pressing them v?ith her fingers until judgniQit was reached." 
These investigators found a sweetness value for dextrose 
of 74.3 as conpared to sucrose with a value of 100, 
The writer believes the technic employed by him to be 
laore applicable to this study than that of Beister, !r/ood and 
IVahlin for three reasons, (1) The B^ioter technic does not 
simulate the actual tasting by the consumex''s of food products -
the people who purchase a product for enjoyment of flavor and 
nutrition. (3) The Beister drop-on-tongue method is not 
satisfactory for more concentrated solutions (10;i and above). 
The syrups of canned fruits often contain 40 to oO% sugar. 
(3) There is an important after-taste reported by Judges, as 
seemingly coming froa the back of the gongue. The Beister 
tip-of-tongue technic will not get this secondary resiction v^hich 
is noticed in beverages and soiae fruit products. 
Inasmuch as the oral Intake of 5 c.c. of solution to bo 
tasted more closely siraulates common practice, this laethod 
waa employed in the following tests. The use of a apoon 
was found superior to drawing a measured quantity through 
a slass tube oi- slpTsing from a beaker, for conveying the 
solution to the mouth, 
CoiaKiercial dextrose (anhydrous cej'elooe) and sucrose 
(comaercial cane sugar) v/er© used in this series as these 
are sugars employed in the manufacture of food products. 
The faculty of perceivinjr flavor varies aaong individuals. 
Inassuch as it vvae impractictal to use a large people a 
test GubjectG it was found imperative tha.t a group of 
individuals possess ins similar discrimimting palates be . 
selected. Although a s^all s^o'-^P of tasters were used through­
out the data was of value because the group were conscientious 
in their work and had similar discri 1:1 inating palates. Due 
regard v/as paid to the factor of fatigue and to the nature 
of pr-ecedin^i stimuli by the dui-'ation of the tests and by 
allowing several hours to elapse after a saeal and before 
besinning the tests. 
Several healthy, mature peotDle in the food laboratories 
\mrQ requested to saiaple tvjo series of sucrose and dextrose 
solutions in the order of increasing concentration. These 
solutions were marked so that their sugar content was not 
evident. The subject was given a glass of distilled water 
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and told to rinse out his mouth before starting and botireen 
successiv© tastes of aolutions In a series. He w.as asked to 
plclc out those solutions v/hlch tasted sweet to hia. Each 
aubject checked by a second series of tne same solutions 
coded differently to confirm the first decision and to 
ellrainate any error or guess. The tabulation of threshold 
values of sweetness for dextrose and sucrose solutions for' 
nine individuals are as follo^vs; 
Table X7I 
Threshold value of Sweetness of Dexti'ose and Sucrose 
igrams of su?;:ar per 100 c.c. 
: Individual 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.75 S.O 
A &••• D 
:B S D 
C , S D 
D S D 
E S D 
F S D 
G S D 
H S D 
I S D 
S - Sucrose solutions 
D - Dextrose solutions 
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The above testing indicates a difference in perceptibility 
of various individuals. To aid in the selection of a tasting 
panel the following questions were asked each Individual. 
L, Do you each iriuch candy? 
3, Hov; aany lumps or spoonsful of sugar do you use in your 
coffee ? Tea ? 
3. Do you like fresh grapefruit ? If so, v-ith or without 
sugar ? 
4» Do you prefer sweets or tarts ? 
5, Do you have any special dislikes such as olives, pineapple, 
oranges, plcklea, etc.? 
The answer to the above questlonB aided in selecting a 
group which did not have abnormal or extreme sv^eet or sour 
preferences, 3y inspection of the table It is eveident that 
five individuals (3, D, F, 0- and 1} had similar tastes for 
sweetness as Shown by their perception of sweetness in the 
sufjar solutions. These were used in the following taste testa. 
From the above threshold test data dextrose appears to be 
75 per cent as sweet as sucrose, 
Oomparative Sweetness of Sucrose and Dextrose 
in Concentrated Solutions 
Most of the tests coaparing the sweetness of sugars have 
been In dilute solutions of concentrations less than 10^. 
HoT/ever, Eiost of the fruits are packed in much heavier syrups 
ranr^lng up to 55^ sugar content. Also, the preserves and jellies 
contain at least 45)'^' sugar. It was, therefore, deemed advisable 
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to malce a coaparison tasto test with iil;;yier concentrations of 
sucrose and dejctrose. The requisite amount of svigar ".vas 
dissolved In hot distilled water and brought to 'bolllns. 
This procedure r^as folloi'-'ed In all casse becaus© It is necess-cur'y 
to heat to prepare some of the high concentrated solutions, 
and also it has been observed that a boiled dextrose solution 
s'eeraed sweeter to taate than one of the same concentration 
that had not been boiled. 
For this test three dextrose solutions were made up on 
the basis of 100>^, 75^ and 66-2/3;? equivalence in swaotening 
poT/er of sucrosei, The taster was given the aucroae solution 
ao a control and rvsked to pick out the solution araong the 
three dextrose solutions which was comparable In sweetness. 
The iigures in parentheses give the percenta^^e of Judges vrho 
declared the indicated dextrose solution to be equivalent 
In sweetness to the given concentrarxon of sucrose. 
Table 
Percent Per Gent Dextrose 
Sucr'ose 100 Equiv. 75 hiouiv. 66--2/3 Eciuiv 
•• 5. 6 6-2/3 (50) 7--1/2 (50)^-' 
10 10 13-1/3 (33) 15 (17) 
15 15 20 (33 ) 22--1/2 (17) 
30 30 26-2/3 (100) 30 
: 30 30 (33) 40 (67) 45 
40 40 (67) 53-1/2 (33) 60 
50 50 (67) 66-3/3 (33) 75 
^ The figures in ( ) give the percentage of Judges who 
declared the dextrose solution to be equivalent in 
sweetness to the given sucrose solution. 
An ocaKlnation of the a'bovo tablf; there so;:ie 
dov!l>t in tae Juare's nlnd U" tiio t';^'0-t;'3.irclG or 
thrse- four'tho ao svvi;;ot -xr- &ijci""0se In the five per cc?nt 
concentrattona. Tiierc a unftniiaous opinlor^ that dextrorse 
«as S''-vo?ity-flve •poT cont as GV7Gi:t ao co:;;-)'^rcd In tiae tv^entix-
flve per cent c.-croac conGOTitrntlon, merlon. It la vory 
Interoctlng t:; nots in tho hi'-her concenl. rat ions (ri'},40 
SO;-?) tliat the nolutlons cont';:,Inlii:• o-iasl :'jercent,i;;c 
cor;CGntratior:s q? :!lcxtrose and "vicrr>no tet\& to be C'":ulv*:.lent 
in ciweotncso. 
Influence of Suc^ars upon Flavors 
It, has beon fre-?\.iently osnresaed aa nn opinion a;;;on,'-
thoeo ^-rorkln:;; r?ith 5U:-tarn in flavored natural fl.;;voro.3 
•productB that suct^ofse tt^e flavDr de-Ktroao 
enhances the flavor c:ar'''Ctcr'lGtlc5^ t fow tests rie-o :ivide 
to detersiiT'iO IT tiie efl'ect of tho upon tho flavor of a 
product cojld be roducod to a fsotu'il 5>asls. 
In this aerloo of thi'oo tests, and oraivto crueh eoncon-
trato, as usoci by the comraercial bottler of orange drlnka, 
w.'As Qsployed, The .^roup of conscientious tasters «ho had 
previously been found to have similar tastes judgGd tho 
unkovm solutions used in this ©xperlasnt. The object of the 
first test was to determine tho threshold value of the orange 
flavor' In a 10;^ sugar solution ( tho concentration of suR-ar In 
eosjaerfeial orange drinks ransoa fro® 3 to 12-^%), The folloiv-
in^ amounts of orange conoeatrate:,1wer© added to 200 c«c, of 
10,S sucroBo aolution 0,5, 0,75, 1,0, 1,5, and 2.0 c.c. 
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These solutions '.vere colored a light green v/ith a tasteleas 
certified food coloi>. The tasters v;ere asked to Judge which 
of the solutions in their oninion contained a fruit flavor and 
wiaat vvas the flavor, The Judges all detected a distinct 
oranxe flavor in tae concentrations of 1 c.c. oranre crush 
concentrato oer 2''^0 c.c. vvater and higher. The 0.5 c.c. and 
0.75 c.c, of oranrje crush concentrate per SOO c.c. did not give 
a distinct orange flavor. 
On the ba.sLs of these findings 1 c.c. of orange concentrate 
v/as added to eacn 2"'0 c.c. of the following colutlons. In a 
beverage composed of sugar, acid and flavor In a water solution 
it la possible to vary each of the four varl-Voles. In the 
folio?;inj?. two taste exoerlaents the au>ar concentration was 
constant throughout (10,S on -weight basis) and the amount of 
flavor was the same In each case. The acid v;as trie only variable 
a;?ide fro.ii sweetness differences. The fix"':-?': series vere 
prepared aa follows without any added acid. 
Table XVIII 
Oran;^e-Su?r,ar Flavor Test u'o.I 
without added Citr^ic Acid 
Solution 
Humber 1 2 3 4 5 
sugar as 
Sucrose 100 75 
sufrar as 
Antiy. Dex. 0 25 
% of tiffle the 
Orang;e fla/or in 
solution was 17 
Judged ffioat out-
atandlnfj. 
50 S5 0 
50 75 100 
33 , 50 
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Th© second flavor test is similar to the first excGot taat 
citric acid was added to all, solutions In an amount u'hieh is 
tyoical of orange drinJts. (Approximately 0,75A citr-.c acid.) 
i-'ao pri of these test solutions vraa in the noi~hborhood of 
3,6 which I', in a;-reer-!ent with comnierclal or-an/ro beverages 
of this tyoe. 
Table XIX 
Orange - 3u ^ar ?1 avor Test r!o. 11 
with Added Citric Acid 
Solution 
Kuraber 1 2 3 4 5 
y vX i. in 
Bucroae 100 75 50 25 0 
1& Sugar as 
Anhy. Dsx. 0 25 50 75 100 
% Solutione In 
Orange flavor 
judged noSt 
outstanding 33 57 
These interesting lra|)artial results might be more 
conclusive if a large fcrO'.u) of people were sa;npled, however, 
fx'oca the data fi'-om a group of conscientious tasters, Bi£mificant 
obsei-vations may be niade. 
In the fleriea ?rithout acid it appeax-s that: The oran;.];e 
flavor 'saz .-jjore outBtanding In those solutions containing a 
Kiixtux'e of sucroBfj and dextrose. In experisi'ent nmaber one the 
solution containing 35% sucroBe and 75;'i dextrose seemed to give 
the outstanding orange flavor characteristic. Dextrose has the 
least masking effect on flavor. 
In the series containim acid: The oran;te flav'^or' was 
faore outstandinrr In tliose solutions containing a fixture of 
sucrose and dextrose, partici,ila.rly, those contalnln,2; 2b and 
bO% dextrose. 
Discussion: 
It ivaG notlCGable that tn no case w-is th-2 oran:je flavor 
characteristic cnhancs-d in a pure sucrose or dcxtroae solution 
yet those solutions contr«.inin/:; dextrose 'Vith sucrose seemed 
su'oerior. Spontaneous comments oy tasters on eolation 1 
containln,^ sucrose were aa fo 1 lov;e; "not outstand ln£," , 
"insipid", "too B v;eet", "not rnuc'i flavor", and "lacking in 
flavor". It is r/az-,lin.5j why the flavor did not predominate 
in Btr:?.i:-ht dextrose solutions. A partial explanation may lie 
in the lack of comparative sweetness. 
In the taate teat of this type it is difficult for the 
taster not to oe influenced by aweetnesa in 3ud3inx a fl,ivor 
characteriGtic. This Is de:nonatrated in the second experieinent. 
The preferred solution conts.lned more avicrose than the one in 
the first experiment which contained no acid. These data seem 
to offer some experimental evidence that .riixturee of sucrose 
and dextrose enhance the flavor characteristics. 
Influence of Dextrose on Taste and Flavor 
Coaiinerclal Products 
The previoua testa have been made on pure substancea in 
solution. It ID of Interest to compare the findings v.'tth 
nilxtures of dextrose and sucrose in food products. 
In casined vs,'3etablea such as peas and corn it will "be 
snorm 7-3) that up to 35;f replaceiaent of sucrose by 
dextrose rosultn in a product of better natural flavor. 
The effect of surr^ar on the taste and flavor of carbonated 
bever*a;res is an Important factor. Dextrose, a siaple sugar, 
does not rsaok the dc-licate flavvors as does a coaiplex sugar 
auch as sucroso. In beverages made froa cane or beet 
sugar alone, and to ',?hich fruit has been added, there is a 
-•radual change in taste and flavor due to the inversion of 
the cane or beet sugars. 
J, ri. Buchanan in an address to the St. Louis iseeting 
of the .Imerlcan Chemical Society (May 1932) prasKnted data 
cotsparing Lemon Soda bevera-^es made up of various concentr ations 
of sucrose and dextrose. T"«elve observers rated the stuaplea, 
the contents of which '.Tare unl:nov.Tri to theia, in order of one 
to eight. The score given each saniple 13 the sum of the values 
placed on that particular saaple by the tasters. The lowest 
Bcors indicates the highest rankin-r, beverage as to taate and 
flavor. 
CDinparatlve values of Lciaon Soda uade witii Sucrose and Cerolose 
Sauiolc 
: Arat. o f iiyrup: 
:In OS. par 6,5 
1 : 5: 4:7: ?: : 5; 3: 6; 3: 4:3:7; sucrose : 2 0 2. 19Be 69 
2 : o: 5; B: 6:1; 4:7:7:1:2; 7; 5 : sucrose :.2.5 59 
3 : 7: ;3: 3 : 5; 6:1: 6: 3: 3: 5: (3: 4: sucrose :2^1/4 56 
4 : 3:7 : 4: 4; 5: 3; 1; 3 : 4:7: 5; 6: sucrose :1.5 66 
5 ; 2; 3: 5: 3:7: 3 : 3: 5; 5:6: 4:1: cex^eloa e : 3 - 1 / 4  27 Be 46 
6 J 1 : 1 ;  1: 2:3 !  6:3: 4: 3:1; 3: 2: cerelose :2,5 29 
7  : 3:2:2:1:3:7;4;1:6:3:1:3: cerelose :3 37 
3 :4;C:6:3: 3:3:5;2: 7:3;2,:3: cerelose : 1.5 72 
From the abo^^e table It can be seen taat with tiie exception 
of sample No. 3, wnlch is a lo;v concentration of eerelons, 
the ga:r;ple5 if cerelose rated "better than the sucrose. 
Si.Tdlar data were presented showing how cer»elose laoroved 
the bevera.'iea made from oranije and strawberry flavors. 
In the previous experi;:aents with canned fruit it -^as 
pointed out that the use of 50,^ dextrose gic.ve a saooth, iriproved 
natural, delects.ble fruit, flavor. The harsh aeld character-
istlco GO noticeable with Gucrose canned fruits Vr-as absent 
in the canned fruits containing 25 to dO% dextrose. 
These data on ooiEaercial beverages and carcned fz-uita and 
vegetables Bho'vinfj an improvement of flavor with the use of 
''dextirose vr-is in aoco--'d v/ith the experiraental results with pure 
Buf-.ars and flavors in solution. 
"" O ^  "• 
Su ."iCid Actios 
A?.?! important connideratIon In tlie flavor of a food product 
Is the pi-'oper balance or ratio of aeld to augar. In .jellies 
the sugar and acid aave an important relationship to the 
pectin to produce best jellying properties. In preserves the 
acid to surar ratio Influences the flavor and may affect tiie 
crystal llsatlon of 3u?"ir. The canned ve^jetables are generally 
Included in tae sefnl-acld group with pH ran;3;e from 4.5 to G.5. 
The added sugar to ve^et^role products ranges from none to 
about 5;^. On the other hand, the add group includes the 
fruits with a pH belo'-.v 4.5, Frulta canned for direct consump­
tion v.-lthout further treatTient usually contain from to 
In the original sugar syrups. The weight ratios of added 
acid to sugar in sose conunon beverages and food products sire 
shoivn in the following table; 
Table .XX 
Food Product Ratio of ...cid to Gu.p;ar 
G-lngerale (dry) 1:65 
Orange Soda 1:300 
Stra'.vberry Soda 1:12 5 
Lemon Dry 1:54 
Selatin Desert 1:46 
Jellies 1:130 
-In the c3n3ldcr';:\tiof fla vor It ':r:iz for:.;orly belloved 
t:iat the pli wac a sore irinortant factor than the axjunt of 
acid -?reront. ^^ecer-tly evldencG v.ooev.rcd In the literature 
oinpl-iaslsin3 the Importance of the taste sensitivity of acids 
over- the pi^ as a factor influencing: flavor. 
The follovjln;3 tai^le v/as prepared from data fo>md by 
Sel:^^!.'' and ^larh (35) in co^nparln^ the p;I value of 9eve?ral 
a old solutions and the acid t;'-.3te sensitivity. 
4;f acid Golution 
[•able XXI 
pH Acid Taste Sensitivity 
Acetl 51 d 
Lactic Acid 
2% Lactic) 
2:55 Acetic) 
l;'i Lactic) 
Acetic) 
T£ irtaric 
Acetic 
3.40 
3.03 
Stron^Tly sour 
''Jerj Hi i^htly sour 
50Ui 
3.20 Stron~ly aour 
1.76 Slightly sour 
1.90 Sour 
The follov.'in;-'; progressslon gives the order of increc.eiriij 
Bour tasta v?lth the corresponding oH value. 
Increas ins; Sou5 
'Taste Lactic Tartaric Citric Acetic 
pH 2.03 1 .76 1.90 2.40 
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It anoei'irs from thlR d^ita th^t the pH value Is not a direct 
measure of acid t';,.ate nenaltivlty. 
"Paul (51) founa Vn.y-.t tiie EtlTnulat/lon of the sour taste 
vvas due to tSie H-ion. In addition to the concentration of 
the actual H-lon3, that of the potential ions also appeara to 
olay a nlo. /-.cidB of apr-iroxl.'/iately the same dissociation 
constant have different sour tastes, owin^r, to the p:\rticlpa-
tion of hoth the anions. Sour taste cannot be explained b;/ 
the t'leory of electroljrtIc diaoociation alone. 
Tl'xe h3?-dro;:,en ion concentratiDnB of fancy fruit a canned 
"vith the follo?;in;i:. isyrup concentrations are: 
Table KKII 
S^^'rup Used pH of 
BVuit De'-yee Ballin'::; Oanaied Product 
Apricots 55 3.?5 
Blackberries 55 3.76 
Peaches 55 3.33 
Pears 40 4.22 
Re d Raspb err i e e 60 3.9 
Strawberries 60 3,3 
In the above table it can be seen that the fruits shovfing 
the lowest pH are canned with the most sugar. Pears v/hich are 
lov; in acidity ai'-e canned with a 40;^ syrup; v/hile peaches with 
a pH of 3.3 are canned in a syrup. Of course there are 
other factors v/hlch enter into the determining the amount of 
sugar to be used besides the acidity of the fruits, Soae fruits, 
like cherries, are frequently canned with less sugar than other 
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fruits and consenuGiitly have a harsl:i acid taste, 'lovernrp.ent or 
state regul-^itlons may reiuire that certain grades of fruit 
contain so much su^^ar. In tiie case of Boft berries like 
strav/bez-'ries and raspberries the fruit will start to shrivel If 
a concenti'"ited sjrrup such n.3 60° Balling is used. Keverthe-
lessj tho relationship of the a-i^gar to acid in the final canned 
product h.?.G Gorn.o effect upon the taste and flavor. These and 
other factors should be taken into consideration when adapting 
a for/nula using dextrose for a p^.rtlcular fruit product. 
Relationship of Ou^ar and Acid in Canned Peas 
The use of acid in canned T>eas v.-ao ona Idered for three 
reasons; (1) It was thought that the pH would be decreased and 
the proccsGins re^uireiGentr: could be -lo'-rered, (S) It was 
believed that the use of dextrose v;'ould be facilitated and 
(5) It was thought that the flavor Tjould be Improved. 
A new edible lactic acid prepared coru^:;ercially in 50^ 
con Con 't-i'' atlons was u,£3ed In thsDS experiments. It r;as found 
that the use of acid p;,ave greater assurance of a eatlBfactory 
process, but the amount necessary to shorten the process would 
producc otherwise undesirable results. 
The use of dextrose and lactic acid vsas tried in 55 
different forinulas. These formulae and tho exaniinationB as to 
pH, tf-.Gte, flavor, color and quality by an experienced food 
grader are tabulated as follovrs; 
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Table KXIII 
Fornrulaa .xsln^i -ucrooej De-trooe LacLic .;.cid in janriins ?eas 
Standard j4 Sieve Gem Peas 
w  «  C. 5»9 N Lactic Acid 
C Svi"^ D Per eacti I'o. 2 can Br X i'l e for ' : u u l ;  
Y:'ID4 none 43 Sue , 15 
CSIL 0.1 t i  f f  
CS3L 0.2 \t I t  
CS5L 0.3 i j  1 1  
> 1 ^  0 .i v -  •  —  t t  ! l  
CSF>L) 0.5 r l  
DIOL none 50 r f  O  •  Dex. 15 
DHL 0.1 ! {  5 l  
1 3 X J 0.2 f l  
D13L 0.3 I f  t J  
D14L 0.4 '( 
D15L 0.5 r )  ; i  
D20L none 60 •  J ex. 15 . 
DOIL 0.1 r i  f t  
D3 2L n 0 • --u r i  
D23L 0,3 I f  I t  
D34L 0 »4 f t  t l  
D35L 0 , 5  n  
D30L none 50 • Dex. 10 ; 
D31L oa ? «  ) i  
D32L 0.3 j f  ! |  
D33L 0.3 I I  f !  
D34L 0.4 !! n  
.03 5L 0.5 I I  n 
D40L XIOTXB 40 a «  i>ex. 30 : 
D41L 9 1 t f  *• 
D42L 0.2 i i  ( t  
D43L olo t i  
D44L 0.4 n 
D45L 0.5 N tt 
D50L none '30 • • n  De>:. 30 
D51L 0.1 T I  ?I 
D 5 3 i ^  0.2 ) J  1 )  
D53L 0.3 1 1  f t  
D54L 0.4 t |  f j  
05 5L 0.5 n  1 1  
DSOL no no 0 * " ^  *  v  :)ex. 40 
D51L 6. 1  I t  T I  
D63L 0.2 r f  I I  
.DC3L 0,3 ti I I  
D64L 0.4 ti \t 
D65L 0.5 ( 1  f t  
liter 
•Salt 
r* 1 -(• 
A. 
3-It 
CUG t 1 
3u c. 15 
Sue, 
.V;i 11 
;alt 
uc. 15 3-. Salt 
Table XXIII (Cont..) 
G.C. 5,9 i'l Lactic acid 
Car. StaQX? per each iCo. 2 can Brine Formul*^ .oer 1 iter 
D70L none IQj- Dex. 50 oUC . 15 0. Salt 
•D71L 0.1 K It [i 
073L 0.9 I I  tl I I  
07 31- 0.3 M 11 M 
D74I. 0.4 u n 
D75L 0.5 r t  !f I t  
D30L non e 60 3. Dex. 15 -"t •.J • Salt 
D31L 0.1 l i  u 
D32L 0.2 n 
13 .'J 0 ij 0.3 11 
D34IL 0.4 tt H 
D35L 0.5 l i  tl 
D90L none 70 0-. Dex. '3 Lr • Dalt 
D91L 0.1 ' . i  u 
D92L 0.2 M tl 
D93L • 0.3 11 M 
i)94L n TI !l 
D95L 0.5 I f  !l 
none 30 •Jr • DbX • 15 .'•*1 « :^alt 
IXIL 0,1 
DK3L 0.2 n u 
.DX3L 0.3 u 
DK4L 0.4 rf 
DX5L 0.5 tl M 
Table XXIV" 
Exaairiation of Peas Canned ueins Sucrose, Dextrose 
and Lactic Acid In Foriaulas 
Standard 31 C'VG .i'0ciG v;ere canned 7/7/-38 examined 7/15/38. 
The Cade ma rk corresponds to the previous foi'"::iula shoet. 
Can C. C. 5.9 K I.actic acid 
5.4iamo r )sr each No. 2 can •p.H COiTiraents 
YRD4 (cs; 1 
control none 6.10 S3 grade, starchy, imitwre flavor 
CSIL 0.1 e.04 Ko particular diffei-'erice from 
control. 
0S3L 0.2 e.oo Sorae iEprovei'nent in flavor. 
CS3L 0.3 5.95 Improved flavor, no acid 
flavor, good pea flavor. 
CS4L 0.4 5.33 Slight acid flavor, not so 'sweet. 
GS5L •£»»3 -. 5.00 Acid to'tasfee - sll(5htly 
C3XL IvO 5.60 Acid to taste 
In Cv52L, GS3L ancl CS4L there v?as a noticeable improveraent 
of flav^or aoproaching that of a raature pea flavor and starchy 
flavor of ths mature pens was not so discernible. There wza 
little apparent Iocs of siveetness upon the addition of .1, 
.2, -3 c.c. of Lactic acid to a No, 2 can (20 ounces net 
'.velr;'n.t5 including 13 ounces of peas and 7 ounces of Brine). 
It vrUB difficult for expert food (?r»2,dero to distinguish, 
acidity differences in CB2L and CS5L. 
Can G.C. 5.9 t 
Stariip Per Saci:' 
T "t" « O O .i. w 
1 No. S 
Ac 
can 
•id 
pH Coia'^ents 
DOL'C none ,99 Bro-A'n, caranel flavor • 
DILX 0.1 5 .52 3ro\'!n, c oX flavor-• 
D2LK 0.3 5 ,93 Brown, C ;T: S X ^ r" , slightly 
acid. 
D5LX 0.3 5 .31 Brown, It u ff 
D4L>v 0.4 5 .79 n rr :l 
D^LK 0.5 5 .78 It If n 11 
The liquor v/afi slightIj^ "broim and the peas had a darkj 
burned appearance, A decided caraisel flavor r7.as noticeable. 
A foraula consiating of lactic acid, dextrose and salt 
does not apoear to be practical under these conditions. 
,D20L none 5.94 Slightly :a0re cara3el flavor 
than previous 1ot, 
DCJ-IT O 1 1^, ' i l  " " " 
^ X . j  •  J L  w  *  O . t .  
D22L 0.3 5.37 " " " " 
B33L 0.3 5.34 Acid fl&,v .")r, burned aooearance, 
D94L 0.4 5,8.3 " " " " 
D25L 0,5 5.72 " " " " 
•i\ decided caraT,el flavor and bui'ned apoe;5irance slrnllar 
to. previous lots v/aa observed. 
Gam G.C. 5.9 J? Lactic Acid 
ntainn Per Each No. 3 Can r»H CoT:'":entn 
D30I. none 5.99 Flat flavor, mature, not as 
S'^^eot as control CGOL, 
D31L 0.1 5 , 0 0  : l  I t  I (  I I  I t  I I  
D32L 0.3 5  . 6 9  ooeXiS to have boat flavor of 
Bories. 
D33L 0.3 5.33 Slii::ht acid flavor. 
.D34L O.d 5.73 Gli,':ht acid flavor. 
535L 0.5 5,75 Slight acid flavor. 
j.n ,-general t:jere ••?aa a caro,:nel or aaber color to 
brir-ie \"lta a darbenln;? of the peas and sli;3;rt car^r^iel flavor. 
D40L none 5,39 Car,?..-:el color and flavor flat, 
MIL 0.1 5.S?3 
D43L 0.2 5.90 
D43L 0.3 5.36 
D44L 0.4 5.30 
D45L 0.5 5.7'3 
Thic series 3hov;el a cari7.:?.el colorod and flavored brine 
similar to D3 series, with not much iiaproveriient. There vms 
slight Iraprovement In brine color '.vith increacin,?, acidity. Tnere 
".'ere no noticeable differences in the color of t!ie peas in series. 
D50L none 6,05 Flat cnrti-nel flavor, amber color 
D51L 0.1 5.99 " " " " " 
D.SSL 0.3 5.01 Best flavor of Berleo, 
D53L 0.3 5.33 Sacond best of series, 
D54L 0.4 5.33 Sll,;:;htl7 acid. 
1)55L 0.5 5.73 Slif^htly acid. 
TiiiB aeries waa a little better in cara.T;el flavor and color 
than previous series* As a whole, it La not entlrsly satisfactory, 
D60L none 6.03 Oaraael flavor noticeable. 
D61L 0.1 5.9;5 Best flavor of ..series, 
I)52L 0^3 5.95 2nd best fl;3,vor of series. 
D63L 0.3 5.85 Slishtly acid flavor, 
D64L 0.4 5.75 Slightly acid flavor. 
D55L 0.5 5.70 Slightly acid flavor. 
The color of brino was only slightly caro,;nel and quite closely 
reneablGd tiiat of sucrose brine in GS series. The caraiTiel 
color apoears to decreaso with the increase in add concentration. 
-  es  -
Can 
StaaiD pH Gomrients 
D7CL 0.99 Dark '.rreen in colO;**, cari-usel flavor, 
D71L 5.D2 2nd best flavor, iuediua iight, fancy color 
D7SL 5.30 Best color and flavor, slailar to fancy paaa. 
D7SL 5.35 Sli,;;atly acid, rood color. 
D74I.i 5.BO Koticeably acid. 
D70L 5.72 .Koticeably acid, 
?ae increasing acidity tends to lighten trie color of the 
pean. D73L had 3 Elirl'it trace of acid flav^or. The liquor 
was nearly norriial incolor, very slight tinge of bro"/n. Flavor 
'^ias a little too EV/cet. k formula of 40 :';'ra:::r Sucrose and 
10 G-ra.;;:- ::extrose plus 15 d-rasis Salt per liter may be better. 
D80T, C.03 Too sweet, good color, slightly dark• 
D31L 5.07 Fancy colored peas, 3000 color, excellent riavor. 
D82L 5.91 Crood flva/or, color peaa sl.nllar control series. 
D3"L 5.53 G-ood color of peas, flavor fair. 
03-IL 5.30 Crood color of pens, flavor fili;^atly acid. 
D85L 5.70 G-ood color of peas, flavor alif^htly acid. 
D90L 5.75 All dark bro'?n in color and burned flavor. 
i391L 5.71 
092L 5.66 
D95L 5.65 
D94L 5.53 
D95L 5.53 
All the 00a3 77ere of a dark bro'-m color and burned in 
anoearance, A cararnel flavor predominated. All were acid to 
taete. The liquor becaao a little liaater v;ith incroaain.'^ 
acid oncentratioriG, D9oL was of a li^ht caranel, "cider" 
color. 
DXOL 5,71 
DXIL 5.70 
DXSL 5.68 
DX3L 5.65 
DX4L 5.60 
' L 5.G5 
All the pe- iG v;er-e a darker brown color th£in in the D9 
serieo. All had. a burned at)"')e:-raT'ce. The c£^r".;r;el flavor 
nredorsir'ated. All '^ere acid to the taste, Tije liquor 
becanie a little lio-hter ^-'ith increasing;'acidity. The liquor 
".'•ac a little darker than that of D9 aerien control. 
If one  mw nick, the best formula in this entire .'Tj-oup of 
Qxperiraentp; for canncd peas uainT: dextrocs, sucrosc and lactic 
.aci.i, '373L ap")e.;.rB to be the best. 
Tae flavor of the canned poas is influenced by the added 
acl2 .vaich v/oull tend to decroaao the S'.vcetnoBJi. nowever, in 
aorse of the snail coacentrationB of acid tried the flavor 
and taste v/ere inorovca. This v/as rnrtIcularlj true in the 
.iiors mature peas afhich have a starchy, :3oaly taste. The acid 
seeaecl to hjdrolysie sonie of the starch and su^arc. The 
hydrolysis of sucroae niay be followed by the increase of 
dextroG© and decrease of sucrose af? shovm on the follov/ing 
table, XKV. ?ibout 0,2 c.c. of oO% lactic acid per No, 2 can 
of peas seeraed to produce the best flavored oroduct. 
To detarmine the chcalcal caan;:es of augar In stored 
canned peas a series of canned peas originally were analyzed 
for the Rupars present after six .nonths • storaae at 20®C. The 
peas originally were packed in a "brine con t.i inin^ 30 grams 
dextr-ose, 30 r.raQD Gucrose and 15 graac: salt per liter and to 
shich varying auoant of lactic acid i^ere added. The results 
of these analyses are saoivn in the following; table XKV. 
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Table OT 
Sugar Analysis of Peas Canned with 
Dextrose, Lactic Acid, and Sucrose 
C.C. of Percent 
Sample Lactic Acid Percent invert sugar 
Code jfo, 3 G&n Dextrose as Sucrose 
Analysis of Juices 
CSJl^-^ 0.0 0,15 5.62 
CSJ3* 0.0 0.15 5.53 
50J1 0.0 1.10 4.85 
50JS 0.0 1.09 4.,39 
51J2 0.1 1.35 4,83 
51J1 0.1 1.33 4.85 
52J1 0.2 1.44 4.75 
52JS 0.2 1.43 4.74 
53J1 0.3 1.4S 4.70 
53 J S 0.3 1.45 4.68 
54J1 1.53 4,65 
.5413.,. 0.4 1.54 4.65 
55J1 0.5 1.61 4.56 
55J3 0.5 1.53 4.5S 
Analysis of Extracted Peas 
031^2- 0.1 0,18 5.30 
CS2«' 0.0 0.13 5.31 
501 0.0 0.39 4,03 
SOS 0,0 0,39 4.02 
511 0.1 1.03 3.90 
512 0.1 1.03 3.39 
531 o.s  1.11 3.85 
528 0.2 1.11 3,33 
531 0.3 1.17 3,73 
532 0.3 1.17 3.73 
541 0.4 1.22 3.55 
543 0,4 1.22 3.52 
551 0,5 1.25 3,06 
652 0.5 1,24 3.10 
Control peas canned in brine containing 43 g, sucrose per 
liter. 
The rav? peas contained 3% sucrose and 0.1^ reducing sugars. 
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Observations; 
1. There la soffie evidence that dextrose penetrates into the 
pea more than sucrose, 
S. As the amount of acid Increased the amount of sucrose 
in both the liquor and the peas decreased vjhile the 
amount of dextrose increased. 
Dextrose - Salt Satio for Cannins Peas 
Consuiaer'a tastes vary greatly in preference for salt or 
sugar in fooda. Commercial packs vary almost as aiuch. 
It Is, therefore, necesaary to determine the optlaum ratio 
between salt and dextrose to obtain the best flavored product. 
Two experimental cannings of peas following com;fiercial 
procedure x?ere insde. The dextrose content was held constant 
in the first -ivhile in the second series the salt content vms 
held constant and the sugar content varied. 
An examination of the. above experiaiental products by 
qualified graders revealed the following: 
Table XX7I 
Sugar Constant - Salt Concentration Varied 
ijraias Grams 
Salt Dex, Ratio of pH of 
Per Per salt to danned 
Gal G-al Dextrosa Deas Gominents 
0 131 —- 5.00 Too avjeet, color of peas darker than 
controls. Liquor slightly darker 
than controls, but not objectionable 
from color standpoint. 
14 131 1:13 5,98 Too sweet, slight caramel flayor 
slfflilar to first test ivithout salt. 
28 131 1:6,5 5,96 Somev/hat better flavor, slight 
darkening of peas and liquor, 
35 131 1:5,1 5,94 Lacks salt, sQ. ight caramel flavor, 
peas and liquor slightly darker 
than sucrose controls, 
43 ISl 1:4,4 5.92 Improved flavor. Slight caramel 
flavor. Brine and peas slightly 
dark in color. 
49 131 1:3,7 5.90 Best flavor of series, peas slightly 
dark in color. Liquor light amber 
color, 
56 131 1:3,3 5.89 Salty flavor although not 
objectionable. 
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Table XXVII 
Salt Constant-Sugar Concentration varied 
Grams Qraas Ratio 
Salt Dex, Salt pH of 
Per Per and canned 
Grsl. G-al, Suttar Peas Comment a 
35 0 0,09 Salty flavor normal colored psas and 
liquor. 
35 50 1:14 6,02 Fair flavor for low sugar content 
peas. Color of peas and liquor normal 
35 75 1:31 6.00 Natural flavor of peas is beginning 
to predoialnate. Peas are very 
slif^htly lighter color than controls. 
Morraal color liquor. 
35 100 1;29 5.98 Beat formula for bringing out the 
natuj.-'al flavor of peas. Peas shade 
lighter in color than controls, 
liquor normal in color. 
35 125 1:3.6 5.96, Border-line betvYeen natural flavor 
of peas and sweet flavor of peas. 
Border-line flavor undesirable, Psas 
shade lighter in color, liquor 
slightly yellow in color. 
35 150 1:4,3 6,91 Sweet flavor of sugar beginning to 
be more noticeable, 
35 175 1:5 5,33 Flavor of sugar sweetness predominates 
Best salt and sugar ratio for 
sweetness with dextrose in this series 
Peas slightly dark* Slight caramej. 
flavor noticea'Dle, 
35 300 1:6.7 5,35 Slightly caramelized, flavor has a 
slight bitter character. Peas 
darlcer than control, liquoi" darker 
in color. 
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On the basis of the two ocperimental cannings of peas 
it appears that; 
(1) The best ratio of salt to dextrose for sweetness in 
canned peas is 1 to 4,5. 
(2) Concentrations greater than 100 Qrama of dextrose per 
gallon tend to darken and bring out undesirable 
caramel flavors, 
(3) A formula consisting of 35 grams of salt and 100 grams 
of dextrose per gallon seenis to be the best for brinln, 
out the natural pea flavor, 
(4) In the test in which the salt content was varied the 
high salt concentration seemed to favor the carameliza 
tion of dextrose - or the darkening of the product, 
(5) At least 35 to 42 grams of salt per gallon appears 
necessary to bring out the flavor in peas. 
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Gomsiercial Caoming of Peas with Dextrose 
The experimental canning of peas took place In a comsiercial 
canning plant under operating conditions. Thfxt is^ the 
experimental canning procedure was to Interrupt a lot of 
peas of a definite grade that v/ere being canned, and to add the 
special brines before sealing and px-'ocessing in the usual 
manner, 
A nuHbei" of different varieties of peas and formulas were 
tried. This vms unfortunately necessary because the different 
varieties came to the plant 'while the experimental runs \vere 
being aade. However, it is advantageous in showing the 
pooaibillties of dextrose with different varieties. 
A cofflpariBon of ArJaydrate, Hydr'ate and Dyno dextrose sugars 
and sucrose in Canned Peas, 
In the follov/lng tesst 6.4 oa. of the sugar and 2 oz. of aalt 
were added to one gallon of water to make the brine used on 
4 Sieve Thonas Laxton peas. The peas ^^yere canned in Ko. 2 cans 
and processed 40 min. at 115.6°0 (240^F), 
Table XXVIII 
Su,c!;ar pH Ooraaenta 
Anhydrous 5.95 i2nd to sucrose in flavor, si, bitter caramel 
Dextrose flavor discernible, 
Hydrated Dextroae Poorest of group, objectionable caramel 
5.7S flavor, darkest of peas. 
Dyno Dex. 5.30 Not so much bitter flavor or darkening as with 
recrystallized hydrated dextrose. Mot satisfactory, 
hydrate) 
Suoros© 5.98 Control, fairly palatable peas. Typical 
caiined pea color for Thomas Laxtons, 
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From the above data anhydrous dextrose seerxis to iDe the 
lo 
lo-gical dextrose suga-r to use In canning peaa. 
The firat experiment 7?a8 vrith 4 sieve Alaska peaa field 
grade No* I. These peas \?0re blanched 3,5 rainutes before 
flllljig into Ko, 303 x 406 Bize cans and adding the special 
"brines containing dextrose'. The peas V7ere processed 40 min. 
at 115t6®C (240®F), The formulas uaed and the examination of 
the product are tabulated as follov?s; 
Table XXIX 
Formula per % Replacejaent 
Ifo. gal, of ?/ater of sucrose pH Comraents 
1 ' 6,4 OS. Dextrose • 100 5,67 Unsatisfactory, Peas and 
2 OS, Salt brine dark in color, SI. 
burned cfiramel flavor, 
3 4.3 OS, dextrose 75 5,70 Unsatisfactory, Paaa and 
1.6 OS, sucrose brine si. dark in color, 
2 OS. salt Si. burned flavor, 
3 3.2 oz. dextrose 50 5.75 Fairly satisfactory, 
3.2 OS, sucrose darkening ana caramel 
2 OS. salt flavor not noticeable. Kot 
quite as sy/eet as controls. 
Natural pea flavor discern­
ible, 
4 1.6 oz, dextrose 25 5.75 Fairly satisfactory, no 
4.3 OS. sucrose darkening or caramel flavor 
2 oz salt noticeable. Not quite so 
sweet as controls. Natural 
pea flavor. 
5 8,4 oz. sucr'ose 0 5,80 Sweetest of series, or 
2 02, salt fudged best by sonie tasters 
on that basis. 
In the above aeries the simple displaeeraent of sucrose by 
dextrose did not result in an entirely satisfactory product, 
This shows the necessity of further trials at different pro-
ceases, and other formulas to produce a satisfactory product. 
Experimental Canning of 4 SIC/G field grade I Profusion 
peas in 303 x 406 size plain tins and processing 
at elevated temperatures. 
Table 
Formula pei 
Code Q-allon HoO Process Examl'mtion 7/15/56 
RPIS 1»6 OS. dextrose 11 lain, at Fairly good pea flavor, 
35'^ 4,3 oa» sucrose 20.3®P in G-ood coior, slight bitter 
2 ps, salt Reg. retort flavor. 
P13- 1.6 02, dextrose 11 mln. at 
25 4,8 oz. sucrose 3S3''F in 
2 oz, salt 
Flavor superior to retort 
cooker, good even color, 
Continuous no carfisel taste. 
Cooker 
?13- 3.3 OS. dextrose 11 min. at Good pea flavor does not have 
50 3,2 oz. sucrose 262®F in 
3 oz, salt Continous 
Cooker 
bitterness of retort cooked 
pea s, go od COlor. 
The shorter process retains -core of the natural color of 
the peas and permits the use of dextrose v/ithout the apparent 
undesirable effect noted in the longer process. An.: examination 
after nine xonths storage revealed that P1350 had the beat 
flavor and retained its color and clear liquor. 
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Experimental Canning of 3 Sieve Fiedl Grade I Gea Peas 
in No, 2 cans at high Temperature. 
?he peas were prepared as in the previous exporimenta 
and proceased 13 minutes at 127,3"*C (262°F) in a continous 
t3-pe cooker. The examination after nine montas storage 
revealed the follo^^?ins: 
Table XX>a 
Code Formula pH Oo.-aaenta after 9 aontha. Btora.a:e 
AODCC 1.6 OS. Dex. 5.31 3est natural flavor peas of aeries 
4,8 oz. Sue. "?&ste s.s if they had been canned 
_ 2 oz. Salt yesterday." Fancy color, clear liquor. 
ACYKG 3.2 OS, Dex. 5.74 2nd best of aeries, good natural 
350 3.2 03 sue, f la vol" of peas, fancy color, 
2 03, salt 
AC'fXC 0.4 OS. Sue 5.815 Peas had typical canned pea stored 
3 2 OS. salt flavor, inferior to dextrose peas 
in flavor. 
Experienced pea graders, with the formulae unknovm to 
them, placed the peas in the above preference order. 
The experimental canning of Horal's peas under the 
conditions and formulas of the previous experiment gave the 
siiflilar satisfactory results with the use of dextrose. 
it is of Interest to analyse the dextrose-sucrose canned 
peas to detoraino the distribution of the added sugars. The 
three lots were canned '?rlth the follovrlng brines; 
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(1) in salt water containing 13.4 g. salt per liter of water, 
(2) regular brine, (50 3. sucrose, 13.4 g. of salt per liter 
of v.'citer.) 
(3) in a brine compoasd of 50 g. of dextrose plus 13.4 g. of 
salt per liter. The peaa used in this expsri^Jicnt were 
fancy one sieve Alaska a. The peas were extracted with 
30> alcohol by the usual method in the Bailey-Walicer 
Soxhlet extractors. Su^ar analyses were made on the 
Juice before and after inversion. 
Table XSSII 
• Su'-ar Analysis of Peas Canned in Ab:!ve Brines 
Percent Percent 
Percent Per cent Sucrose Sucrose 
Sanrole Dextrooe Dextrose added' added Found PH 
Control 
Juice 1 0.40 0 0 1,50 5.78 
Control 
Juice 2 0.41 0 0 1.52 5.78 
Control 
B:xt, 1 0.43 0 0 1.56 
Control 
Ext, 3 0.44 0 0 1.59 
Sucrose 
J1 0.21 0 5 4.17 5,77 
Sucrose 
J2 0.20 0 5 4.19 5.77 
Sucr jse 
E^«t. 1 0.18 0 5 3.23 
Sucrose 
Ext. 2 0.13 0 5 0*^0 
Dextrose 
J1 1.93 5 0 2.29 5.61 
Dextrose 
J2 1.93 5 0 3.30 5.61 
Dextrose 
Ext. 1 1.55 5 0 1,65 
Dextro se 
Ext, 3 1.57 5 0 1.62 
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Some interesting points, may be observed from the above 
data. The sucrose content of peas of this quality is generally 
about b% aa taken frora tiio vine v?hile the reducing sugars are 
only a fe^Y tenths of a percent. The above analyses shovH^ that 
thej svici^ose content in the salt canned peas has been reduced 
to 1,5 ^  v'hile the reducing Esugars have been only slightly 
incx^eased,. However, the liquor has extracted considerable 
sucrose so thp.t on a recalculated basis (13 oz. peas to 7 oz, 
liquor per No. 2 can) the sucrose content in the canned peas 
would probably be 2,35 per cont. There is still a considerable 
decrease, about one-half, In the sucrose that v/as orifjinally 
present, 
•^n the case of the added sucrose a l£«r*gs percentage remains 
in the liquor v/hile a small araount penetrates into the pea, 
'ifaen peas are canned In dextrose these anlyses show there is 
a large increase of dextrose ao compared to the amount in the 
sucrose-canned peas. 
Diocussion: 
From the above experiraenta it is evident that more work 
should be dons on canning peas •with dextrose, pcirticularly 
under the processing conditions employed in various canning 
plants. 
The direct partial replacement of sucroae by dextrose did 
not prove entirely satisfactory. 
Anhydrous dextrose seems to be the most satisfactory of 
the t3rpes of dextrose for use In canning. 
Replacements of 35;:;^ of the oucroae b;/ a coniDarable amount 
of dextrose in canning peas aave resulted in products comparable 
If not superior to sucrose canned oeas. 
The amount of dextrose that can be used In peas depends 
upon several conditions, such as formula used, araount of 
salt, niiture- of contaliier, process, radtal contamination, 
types of v/ator and the like, 
Coraaierclal Canning of Dextrose with Sweet Corn 
The studj'' of t'ae use of dextrose in canned si^eet corn is 
naturally divided into the tv/o general type3 of canned 
product -- v/hole kernel and creiia style. Ylhole kernel corn 
is prepared by cutting the kernels from the cob and packing 
in a sugar-salt brine similar to peaa. Since the com is 
nearly neutr-al (pH 6.0-©.5} the process is necessarily 
rigoroua for aterillsation. A Mo. 2 can generally requires 
heating at 115,6°C {S40®F) foi- 55 minutes. The corn is 
mostly packed in "0" enamel-lined cans containing a small 
amount of sine oxide to prevent the urssightly sulfide 
darkening, of the tin and corn. 
The first experimental canning; of dextrose with sweet 
corn by 100;^, 50X> and 35^ replacement of sucroae by dextrose 
v/ai3 not entirely satisfactory» The 100;?^ replEceiaent resulted 
in a brown, darkened product with a slight carasiel taste. 
The corn was tougher than the control sucrose sample. 
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The bOfa dextr'ose satnplGS v q v q  sllglitlj darker than tho control 
and a slight bitter flavor v;as noticeable. Tha 25;^ dextrose 
anruplQS vrere comparable to the control in color but were 
laclclna in Dwe7.:tness. The Blmnle replacement of sucrose bj 
dextrose does not result in a. coiuparabls satlsfactorj product* 
In view of the fact that dext2''ose has been found not as 
svfeet as sucrose a series of experiments >?as planned in v/hlch 
the aiTiount of dextrose used v/as 1.5 times the aiDOunt of sucrose 
replaced. 
Table KXXIII 
Dextrose Canned iThole Kernel Corn 
Code Brine Formula oil Oota-'sents 
'Reg. dontrol Brine ~~~ 
rlG-AlK2 40 lb. Sucrose 6.16 Fancy corn, good color, fair 
13 lb. Salt fiivor. Taste of sugar masks 
ttiat of corn, 
10QA1K2 60 lb. Dextrose 6,00 Bitter flavor and cai^aoiel color, 
12 lb. Salt unsatisfactory, slight tough­
ening of akin, 
2C-A1K2 45 lb. dextrose 6,05 SI. bitter flavor, caramel 
10 lb. sucrose color and flavor. Not so pro-
13 lb. Salt nounced as IC. Unsatisfactory 
3C-A1K2 30 lb. Dextrose 6.03 Very si. caramel flavor detected 
20 lb. sucroae only by experts. Fairly good 
12 lb. salt color although second to 
control RG-Alks, 
40-A1K2 15 lb. Dextrose 0.10 Best of series. Color comparable 
30 lb. Bucrose to control HC-A1K2, Sweetness 
12 lb. salt satiafactory. Good natural 
corn flavor. 
Iiaas:nuch as a jaodern trend in processing is to cook 
for shorter periods of tiaie at hisher temperatures an 
experimental run was inade cooking the corn 16 minutes at 
133°C (262®?) in a continuous, aslte-ting cooker. 
Table XX.ia.V 
Dextrose Canned Whole Kernel Corn 
Cooked in Continuous Cooker 
Brine Formula for 
Code Comraenta 
Reaular brine 
mcG; 40" lb. Sucrose 
A1K3 12 lb. Salt 
ICC 60 lb. Dextrose 
AlKg 12 lb. Salt 
2CC 45 lb. Dextrose 
A1K3 12 lb. Suerose 
12 lb. Salt 
zee 30 lb. Dextro se 
A1E2 30 lb. Sucrose 
12 lb. Salt 
6.30 Very good, light yellow color, 
Better than regular cook color, 
Corn flavor .TiEsked by condi­
ments, 
6,08 Very si, bitter flavor. Skin 
tough, liquor si. darker than 
control. Unsatisfactory. 
6.10 Color slightly darker than 
control. Very B1. 7oltter 
flavor. 
6,IS Best of Bsries. Very 
satiafnctory color. Natural 
corn flavor. Outstanding. 
Creaa Style Corn 
Creaia stylo corn is prepared by cutting a shallow kernel 
and scraping out the heart of the Icernel tip loft on the cob. 
This material is of creamy consiBtency. Since cream style is 
viscous and nearly neutral in reaction^ a long sterilisation 
time at high teiaperature iB usually requii'ed (70 rain, at 
1S1®C (350°P), Frequently the younger corn containing 
about 5,^ natural sugar, the lonn; process slightly dax'kens 
the product and a slight cars^rsel taste is dlQcernlble. 
Consequently the adijitlon of s; sugar v/hich is ;nore easily 
caramelised than sucrose would not p.roduce a satisfactory 
product. The ezcperiments in adding de:<trose to dream style 
corn did not prove successful, Pe ;-haps other conditions 
under consideration rnay be developed to make poasible the 
utilisation of dextrose in cream style corn, but the two 
disadvantages of long heating at high temperature and the 
nearly neutral reactioxi of the corn do Kot make the 
possibility appear encouraging. 
Results on the use of Dextrose in Canned Sweet Corn 
1. The simple replacement of sucrose by dextrose in sweet 
corn canning does not result in a comparable or superior 
products 
3, A complete replacement of oucroae by dextrose in v;hole 
Icernel canned corn results In a darkened discolored, 
tough kernels of unsatisfactory flavor. 
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3, By adjusting the amounts of dextrose added according to 
the comparative s'tveotenins ratios of doxtroso to sucrose 
whole kernel corn may bs satisiac^urily canned in vj-hich 
Sfy^ of the sucrose raay be rqalacod by dextrose, 
4, There is an irr.provement irs t>tiQ aaoearance and flavor of 
corn cooked by the short process as conrparsd. to the 
usual longer process. 
5, Tne'use of" dextrose in cream style corn gave uncatls factory 
results, 
Expei^lsental Canning of Fruits 
In tiie experimental csnninf^ of fruits the sGlected, 
fancy ra\5f product ms canned in syrups of concentrations 
typical of tho commercial practice for that particular fruit. 
Throe general formulae for oyrups were used; (1) a atraisht 
sucrose syrup as a control, (2) equal amounts of sucrose 
and dextrose, and (3) one part dextrose to three parts 
aucroso. The formulae, process, pH, color, tasto and 
flavor com:senta are given on the following table. 
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Table XXXV 
Experiaental Ga- nin/j of Fruits vvitli Dc xtroso - Ducrose 
Fruits 
Per ce 
Su(s;ar 
SyruD 
a. iXU 
In 
Dextrose Sucrose 
ProoesB 
kin, pi I 
at aftorr 
100°C ProccsG 
Apricots 
Apricots 
Aprlctoc 
55> 
55;C • 
55;3 
505? 
100^ 
50;^  
75:^ 
15 
15 
15 
•"HXaIm 3 »7G 
win! 3.*77 
rain, 3,76 
Black'beries 
Blaokborriss 
Blackberries 
55 
oB ' 
55 
50,1 
35^ 
100 
50?; 
76% 
15 
15 . 
15 
lain. 3.7G 
tnin. 3.74 
rnin, 3.75' 
Syrups 
olo: 
orsial I or 
Oh err is a 40 lOOfi 15 :zln. 3.55 ioriiia. Cherries 40 50% 50;i 
Cher'ries 40 25>5 75;?: 15 :nln. 5.55 Xx,-
' if omul . JS 
?eaohes 55 lOO'-i 35 ain, 5.33 
Peachoa 55 50,1 b6% 35 mln. 3.90 
Peaches 55 25^ 75^ 25 aiin. 3,31 
Pears 40 loot 25 rain. 4.33 
Peers 40 50% 60% 26 mln. 4.13 
Pears 40 25% 7b% 35 min, 4.18 
Red Raspberries 50 xoo-% 13 niin. 3. SO 
Red Raspberries 50 50% 6(y% 13 in in. 3.15 
-led Raspberries 50 25% 76% 12 !3ln. 3,18 
Strawberries 50 100,^  12 Bin, 3.30 
Strav;ljsrries 50 60% 505^ 12 min. 3,S5 
Strav/berries 50 26% 76'i 12 mln. 3.28 
Normal Fl-
Kormal Be 
Korraal Ira' 
Ilornaal ?1 
Normal Be 
Normal J.\<i 
Korffial Fl 
Koi'rcal G'O 
Kormal la 
Koi^'aal • Fl 
Korml Be 
Moraal Im 

3 - Sucrose 
Syrupa 
pil ' 
softer 
PrOC0D3 
n. 3.75 
n. 3.77 
n. 3.76 
Ta: Flavor. Coaruents 
i^ioraai Flavor noraal, tasto acid harshness. 
Ilortaal Best of series, Improvod siuooth flavor. 
Koraal Improved smootU flavored syrup. HarshnosEs absent, 
n. 3.76 
n. 3.74 
^ . O .7i3 
Horaal Korraal flav-or, harsh acid taote. 
Sllglitl;/ ll-;hti=r :Vn color, ijiproved flavor, berries tshrunk. 
Iloriaal Best by tasto, njitural fl..vorad, sitiooth taate. 
h . <•!) . OO 
11. 3.54 
fi. 3.55 
xiorarial Flavor norisal, harch acid taste, liquor deep red, 
Slightly lir-^hter colox'. iiapr-oved smooth flavor, ohrunl-cen fruit. 
ivorna ?est msaoth taste and flavor, good appearance, 
n. 3.33 
a. 3.80 
a. 3.31 
ITorarxl Flavor normal, harsh acid taste, 
liforinal Best flavor-, flrsi peaches. 
Ivorixtal , Iraf>roved smooth flavor. 
n. 4.23 
il. 4.13 
n. 4.18 
Horraal Flavor hor-aal, slightly acid tc),ste. 
Moratal Best of serieo, smooth flavored syrup, delectable, 
Normal Ii'ioroved flavor. 
1. 3.SO 
1. 3,15 
1. 3,18 
l-4orEal Flavor noriaal, fruit shrunJcen, 
Jlorrsal Good flavor, shrunken fruit. 
iiormal iTiproved natural flavor, fruit olightly shrunken 
1 .  3 , 3 0  
1 ,  3 , 2 5  
U  3 , 2 8  
KorjEal "Flavor noraal, harah acid taste, shrunken fruit. 
Borml Best, saooth natural flavor, shrunken fruit. 
Hor^Eal. Improved flavor, shrunken fruit. 

The UsG of Dextroae in Pr-eservea 
If t-he assumption is correct that t'n© prssei-ving power 
of a sugar solvit Ion is a function of its osmotic preasure, 
the preserving poT?er of dextrose IFS {f.reater than that of 
sucro BQ, 
Accorciiris to Berkeley and Hortley (3) the oBiaotic 
pressures of Dexti'oae and Sucrose solutions &re as follows5 
Table JOCCVI 
PextroB® •Sucrose 
Osmotic Osmotic 
Pex'centage Sugar Pressure Percentage Suga^ Pressure 
Estimated (at?s.) Sstlmatod (ata.) 
9.6 13.31 10.3 13.5 
30.5 29.17 25.5 26.7? 
3B.6 55.19 36,3 43.96 . 
33,7 87.37 44.9 65.51 
45.9 131.IS 53.0 100,78 
53.7 133.74 
Ho'sevsr, Tracy (32) found the presei'ving power of 
dextrose only slightly greater than that of sucrose. His dat 
showed; that aa the concentration increased the efficiency 
of sucrose increased. Tracy Relieved that sucrose fornis 
a penta-hydrste thereby exaggerating the osmotic pi'essure 
\';hile dextrose probably reacts Vslth only two molecules of 
water. Therefore, as the eoncontration increased the 
difference in osmoticepreGsure between equi-molecular 
solutions of sucrose and dextrose is greatly decreased. 
This is shown in the follovflng table* XXXVII, 
The Relation of Concentration to the Relative 
Oa-Eotic PressurGs exerted by Dextrose and Suci'ose. 
Table XKWII 
?©rceritaae r'atio of Dextrose 
OsBiotic PrQ33ure . to Sucrose 
10 1:1.00 
20 1;1.451 
40 1:1.437 
60 1:1.400 
•30 1:1.514 
100 1:1.276 
ISO 1:1.252 
The opinion that dextrose may causo crystallisation 
or granulation in preserves has been a factor in retarding 
the us® of this sugar. In every case in which the writer 
has observed this granulation of dextrose in preserves there 
wna either an amount of dextross used above the quantity 
that would otherv/ise be desirable or thero T.'as some 
abnormality in the product auoh as defective sealing, 
excessive coSlinj^ in storage, or the ingredients. 
As is to be expected, little reference is made in the 
literature relative to the undesirable feature of granulation 
of dextrose. 
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Tracy and GO-*,workers (32) re^-iorted that imsa crystalliza­
tion occurred during storage of dextrose awQStned condensed 
Bkimrailk. Triese worker's found that 7b% of the sucrose in 
this product could be replaced vrith doKtrose and stored for 
130 days at 40®? ':fithout evidence of granul2,tiori. Sklirjnilk 
containlnf: half dextrose and half cane sui-^ar v/as rtade and 
marketed. 
Glenn and Cruoss (12) in studying some of the factors 
affecting the crystalliaatlon of ipr'ape concentrates found that 
grape syrvips did not crystallise durln£!;i..iihree months* storage 
v^hon no crystal or solid foreign matter wau admitted to the 
syrup. The addition of doxtross crystals cr-msed crystallisation 
to occur. The su;T,s,r that cr^ystalllsGu v^ao apnarently all 
glucoGe, Hot-processed grape juice 'iill produce a grairje syrup 
which '.vlll not crystallise £.it as lov? a concentration as that 
made froa cold-processed gra/pe Juice. In white syi'up insofar 
as these authors cculd Judge, the point above -rvhlch crystalllaa-
tion apoears is 70 degrees Balling (70;^), In the red juice 
the dcsrees Balling are higher before cryetallizatior! occurs. 
It should be pointed out that crystalllaatlon occurred 
v/ith dextrose ?/hon crystals were added. Crystallization might 
have been induced by the addition of iSiheral aalts or other 
substances v?hich could serve as crystal nuclei. Also 
crystallisation did not occur in solutions of concentration 
less than 70 de,sreca Balllns. The added sug^-r in fruits 
and preserves seldom exceeds 56 to 70>, 
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The solubility of three inipor'tant fvool su;;::ar's, sucroso, 
doxtrose, and levulose In their individual pure solutions 
ao deterrtiined "by the U. B. Bureau of Standards Is a-a follo^fB: 
Tablo XXXVIII 
Solubility of Sufjars in v/ater (3S) (Si) 
Te:np. Percent Guv;;ar. in water solutions 
"0 DextrosG Sucrosc Levulose 
0 30.3 64.13 
10 40.8 65.53 
15 44.0 66,30 
20 47.2 ;C57.09 '73. '3^  
25 50 .ci 67.89 30.29 
30 54.64 63.70 31.64 
35 00*02 oQ. 82.98 
40 ai.37 70*42 o4,o4 
4;0 55»71 ei..33 35,04 
50 70*91 73.95 3o.90 • 
Altaough Gr'yBtalli?.atlon has been observed in some products, 
dextrose should not be considered tho responsible agent. 
In fact, there Is evidence that a number of other factors may 
"bs liivolvsd, Also, there is evidence that the dextrose 
present in some preserves and syrups may retard crystallization. 
Walter (44) found that low acidity, high content of rslneral 
matter and high ash content of sugar, especially calcium oxide, 
all favor crystallisation of augar In fruit syrupa. Lactic 
acid appears to checic nuclei formation. 
Lohr (25) was able to prevent the crystallization of 
Bucrone from table syrupa by addin;^ an enayrriatic extract 
from yeast rich in invertase to hydrolyae part oT the sucroae 
to levuloee and dextrose. Haug (14) in trying to produce 
crystallization of sucrose on candioa and fruits found that 
if the amount of invert sugar present reached t^?o per cent 
it ms difficult if not impossible to obtain satiofactory 
crystallization. 
As fur-ther evidence that dextrose is not generally a 
causative a^ent.'in crystlliaation in. preserves and jellies, 
Taylor and Smith (41) cuccjoasfully prepared edible jslliea 
with dextrose alone and '.'rith cane-dextrose susaz" raixtures 
at pH 3.3 to 3.5. One ^  Citric or Tartaric adds, 1^ pectin 
and 45 to 55/s doxtrose gave clear jells free from synersis 
and of dolightful flavor. Samples covered ;¥ith parafin 
showed no cryirtalliaation on storage over txvo years. 
Van Arsdr-le and Eddy (43) prepared acceptable strawberry 
and blackborry jam V(ith a replacement of Bucroso in the 
forssr and ct oQ]^ replaceaient in the latter by anhydrous 
or hydrate dextrose. These investigators also found the 
best formula for pluis Jam to contain a 15)5 replacemont of 
sucrose by dextrose. 
The writer has observed no crystallization in Si?- years* 
storage of peach, orange, daason, or strawberry preserves 
made ivith part dextrose. The reaulta of the examination as 
to appearance and taste along with the formulas used are given 
on the following table. 
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Table XXXIX 
Exaralnatlon of Dextrose Canned rroserves 
Fruit Formula 
% replacemsnt Color and 
1?.V bextroGo ADoe-'iLranGe Flavor 
Peach 50;^ fruit 
30;t Gane !3u;:ar 
Q0% Anhy, Dex * 
Strav? - 45 f ru It 
berry 44'C Cane sugar 
ll;fe Anhy. Dex, 
Oranfie33;| fruit 
Cane sugar 
27:i Anhy. Dox. 
Dain£5- 45fruit 
on 47^0 cans sugar 
3:6 Anhy. Dex. 
40;! 
20% 
4:0%. 
15% 
Good very good 
Qood very good 
Very rjood L>:cellent 
Erccollent Excellent 
The above forrsulas resulted In a satlefactory product 
as to color, appearance, flavor 8,nd absence of crytstalllsation. 
If the amount of dextrose In the Dasson or Strav/borry 
preserves is increased auch above the reolaceiCGnta given 
in the table a darlcening of color will result. In no ease 
was a superior pi^oduct produced, by the complete replaceEent 
of Duorose by dextrose. 
The darkoning of dextrose in the preserves may be 
associated with the type of pigment present. It appears 
that lesG dextrose can be used In red and parple pigmented 
fruits that in the yollos' pigmented types. 
Discussion and Interprstation of Results 
Pre'Iiminary to the dlscuasion of fae factors influencing 
the color cnan^o of aqueous d-grctrose solutions from v^ater 
white to various shades of caramel color it Is ^vell vfe Have 
in nlnd a inoleculs2.r structure of dextronc; no as to bettor 
under'Stand trio decoiaposition. Hany pr'OBiinent chemists have 
worked on the structure of- >--,lucose, producia;!; a nus^er of 
formulae, Asons the iuost recent Is the formula tay th© 
outstanding authority, li. K. lia'.'Jorth, as discussed in his 
book, "The Constitution of Sugars", (IS) 
HO-C-H 
H-O-OH 0 
HOC-H H-C-GHgOH 
H 
0 
G 
H 
a slacose 
H-O-OH 0 
HO-C-I{ 
a 
> i 
0 
0 
H 
ID :STUCOB& 
HC-OH^OIi 
Th© spatial re-arran,geiaont of the hydrogen and nydroxyl 
groups and the rate of hydration of the delta l:ictone fora 
to trie open-chain acid in aqueous solution may aid in the 
interpretation of some of th© ©xpericiGntal rsaults. 
Evans (10) discussing the resulting products from 
carbohydrate oxidi^tion in alkalios postulated the presence of 
three enediollc forias of glucose; 
v-a i/ — 
GH,,0H GHpOH CHpOH CH,^01I 
nOG-H PIOC~H MO-C-H HO-G-H 
HOC-H HOG-H i?0-G-H G-Oii 
HCOK HC-OI-3 C-OJi G-OH 
;• HOG-H 0-ai O-OH HO-G-H 
HG-(> .HG-OH GHoOH Cli-OH 
d Klucoae . glucose 1.-2 glucose 2-3 -^lucoae 3-4 
Snediol Eliiediol Enediol 
Kef (29) believed that there were no less tha:i 116 
substancGS in eiuillbratod .mixtures produced, 'by action of 
alko.lies on the re icose suf:,aro. 
E^/anc Bhov73 the prod'ucts of the action of allcalico 
on glucose In the absence of oxyi;;cn to be forasldehyds, 
glycol aldehydo (GHg-OH ,CHO), and the C-lyceric aldehyde 
(CHoOH.GHOH.CaO). 
This viork on the action of alkalies on -lucoae v;as 
presented because tiic brines ueed in canning vegetables 
are usually alfcline although after the product is processed 
the liquor is acid in reaction. 
Evans also worked on the Influence of acids on glucose 
particularly in oxidation reactions. The results show 
evidence for the existance of enediol structurss but the 
tendency of the increased hydrogen ion conoentrs.tlon is to 
surpresB the reaction, Evans has shown that glycoric 
aldehyde has an acidity similar to acetic acid. This compound 
may be easily oxidized to lactic acid. With ox3/sen present 
glucose yeiiils up to 50,^' lactic acid. 
allcali 
G-lucose ^ lactic acid + Qr-.ccahridlo aciaa. 
o u — / O V 
These saccahridlc acids are "tar-llke" and appear to be t he 
source of caracjol or the- disooloration -.tiloh lias 'ocen 
observed in Goiao nroduots cont'-i.Ininr dextrose. 
iiatheivs (26) explains the acid decoaoositlon of mono­
saccharides by the acid first unitins v/ith the ou^ar to forni 
a '^salt". :!i3 evldanOG for the "salt" foraatJion is the fact 
that the oxy-^Ton Is at times tetravalent* Oxygen opens up tvi'o 
residual ^ 'alences and is thereby able to unite '.vith acids 
analo"-oua to the assioniura salts of nltro;r;en, ;/hen an acid 
solution of a hexose is heated the hexose v/ill be found to 
decoaipose. If the acid is strong, brovm or black humus 
substanceB are produced; If tlie distillate is collected it 
is found to contain formic acid, carbon aonoxide, and in 
the solution remainins in the flaslc coritiidorable quantities 
of levxtlinic acid CHg-C-OHp-GHg-COOH are to be found. 
0 
Berthelot quoted by Mathe^JS ( S 6 }  gives the following 
flgureo illuatratins the decoiaposition of glucofse on heatiiis 
with phosphoric acid for several hours. 
OO^ 2.0-7;^ 
• CO'' 1.19 
Formic acid 11.90 
Levulinic acid 39.33 
Hua i c acid 35.60 
?3.64 
Lose (In part H^O) 21.36 
9:i. -
The su^ar ;r;olocule Itself ionizes very little in aqueous 
solution. Tae su^ar acid io about as wealc as ooric acid. 
iilcliaQlts and Rorsa (33) found tiio dlssociatloji constant for 
glucosa to be fs.o x 10""13, ./olfroa and Lev/is (46) found that 
the pH vaTiis of one liter of li;no viator claan^ed from 13,6 to 
10.5 on the addition of one mol of glucose* 
A partial ilscusolon of the results obtained ^.-as included 
in the study of eacn oia^le factor influenoi'ng the discoloration 
of dextrose. Hovrcvs-r, the co-ordination of the results of 
each of the factors studied, the consideration as to probable 
influence, and the interpretation of these results with 
rospect to the results of comruercial Gan:'-an5 experiments, 
reraainc to oo done, 
Tho discolo.ration of dexti'-ose in vsgetahle car.n1.rii.T and 
preaorvea has boen attributed to the relative hi.^h te;iiper&ture 
^07-121*'C) (225-250®F) and the lon^ time for proceos (30 to 
70 nin.). Hov/ex'-er, heatim'; a 5% dextrose solution in a 
pyrex container one hour at 121®C (35°F) gave no objectionable 
discoloration. Other portions of ths sasrie solution heated 
In plain and enainel-llned cans resulted in diseoloratlons 
of the dextrose c.f, S"2). The point lo, that, heat alone 
is not responsible for the car&mellaatlon of dextrose in 
canned foods, but it is a stron^r, aid to the other factors 
present that inffluence the discoloration of dextrose. 
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It is difficult to say which factors are moat responsible 
for the undesirable darkeninrr of dextrose in canned veiTetables. 
The time and temperature, protein nature of product and 
hydrogen ion concentrai- Ion seem to exert the greatest 
influence. The Influence of metallic ions fr'orn inorganic 
salts (froai v/iter, ingrodlentP, or corrosion of jnetMl) and the 
concentration of dextrose, are also important. The presence 
of added starch is not so important exceot as influenced by 
pH and the hydrolysis to dextrose and levulose. 
The long tlrr;© and HIJJH temperature process 1G necessary 
for the successful aterilizatlun of vegeta'-lea, Consequently 
not much dextrose can be used in vsgetables under tiiese 
conditions. In the last decade new processing equipraent has 
"beendeveloped which agitates the can while cooking at a 
higher temoeraturo. Thus the time of nrocess is cut connider-
abl^r and more dextrose miiy be used in the product. Using a 
w- oceas of 13 aiin. at 133°0 (262®?) In a continuouB type cooker 
a 50% replaceaent of sucrose by dextrose in a pea brine resulted 
in a 6atisfactory product v/ithout any noticeable discoloration 
or undesii-able flavor effect due to dextrose. 
The che.uical nature of the product belnr, canned or 
preserved has an important effect on the dextrose present. 
Dextrose has been found to react cheajically with aaino acids 
(c.f. 29) to reduce the amount of dextrose present and to 
produce marked discoloration of the dextrose solution. A 
number of investigators (9) (43) (37) (1) (32) have studied the 
reaction of dextrose -with protelris and amino acids. Here 
again the te:r,per:'>,t..ur8, tlsie and pH have an l.nporL::.nt co-
relatlonf.hlp '.vith the effect of protein substances on dextrose 
The greatest effect seems to occur when the reaction is 
nearly neutral or sllrhtly acid. This condition Is found 
in the canning of veget^.DlcB. The original brine Is generally 
sllTjitly alkaline dae to eofteriin;^ of -^ater by caeuiical means, 
and the liquor on the finished product Is sliz-htly acid, 
pri 5.5 to C.5. 
In the dextrose solutions to v-'hlch acid v/as added to 
adjust the p:I, It was found that on the acid side of neutral It 
the cararaellsation of dextrose v.'-as inhibited as the p;i 
decreasG-d to about pH 3.50. An increasin.:^ pa favored 
cararaelisatlon in alkaline side of neutrality. This, is 
perhaps, one of the reasons why less discoloration, if any, 
with dextrose Is observed in canned fruits vvhich range in pH 
from 3 to 4.5, The addition of acid to a food oroduct does 
inhibit to sorae extent the discoloration when dextrose is 
used, hoviever, the amount nececsary to lower processing 
require^jents Eiay affect the palatability of tae food, the' 
corroalon of the container, and cause other possible reactions 
In the coaTxercial preparation of a food product the 
raw material contacts coneiuerable aietal e-^ulpaent. The 
study of the influence of metals or corrosion pi-'oducts 
revealed that a concentration up to 75 parts per roilllon of 
raetal ions did not have a very significant effect. 
v/han tlie concentration of metallic ions vfaa coap-rable to that 
of aodium chloride liBed in canrdnj^, peas, the decomnosltion of 
dextrose v/as very great (c.f. 23). So.dium, nickel and 
Calcium Ghl.oridea do not have an appreciable ini"luence on the 
discoloration of dextrose. 
iBrowne (5) --ave a reaction for a salt witn dextrose. His 
evidence foi'- tais is the increased inverting po-ver of rsalts 
in sucrose acid solutions. 
\ 
Salt glucose basic glucose ionized acid 
coapound 
ContiTiry to expectations, the discolor-atLon of dextrose 
solutions In ena;acl-lined cans v/aa ono-third f^'euter than in 
the plain tin cano. Peas canned ?:lth dextrose in plain and 
enarael cans shovved less discoloration In tne enai-nel cans. 
The influence of dextrose on taste and flavor is 
iajportant because the lack of sweetness of dextrose, has been 
a serious obSection to its more extended use in the conning 
industry. The comparative sweetness of dextrose has been 
.estimated by various Investif^ators {c,f. 43) as from l/3 to 
3/9 as great as that of sucrose. Tae resultvs of tniB 
investigation based on a test siiaulating actual tasting by a 
consumer, show th;:-:t dextrose is 75;^ as avjeet as sucrose in 
dilute concentrations (less than 5;%). These results agreed 
with those of i3eister, 'Vood and Wahlin (4), Ho'S'ever, in 
the canned fruit product, the concentration of sugar used 
averages from 20 to 55?^, In view of the fact that the molecular 
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weight of sucror?© is almost twice tii:".t of dextrose it is to be 
expected th.?.t In tae hisjaer conceritratlona a given tvol^h-t of 
dextrose in solution will be as sv/eet as the same v<ei.:.ait of 
dissolved sucrose. };xpefimental tests showed this to be 
correct, (c.f. 43) T'-vsnty per cent salJtioriv^ of dextrose and 
sucrose appeared to be e-vj.al in sv.'cetness. In hi-rhev concentra-
tionB the dextrose Bolution V-GG sweeter than the aucroae. An 
explanation of this may be due to the molscalar concentr'-.tion. 
Tho aofecular 'weight of dextrose is 1-30,09 F.-aile that of sucrose 
is alraoct twice as great, 342.17, Thuo, for given •.vei~,ht 
of dextrose there -.vill be more molecules preoent thivn for the 
aaffis a'feight of aucrose. The solal concentration of a 50;' 
dextrose solution is 5.55 7?hlle that of a 50,C solution is 
only 2.93. 
A caore Ira nor tan t cons Ideration in a canned product is the 
influenoe of the su.-'^ar on the flavor. 
Individuals have fa-'equently objected to a G,v;nn8d product 
because it was too swoet. Fruit cannors add a large quantity 
of sugar to their product to "improve tae flavor." It ia no 
wonder people object to the sv.'eut 50,n syrup taut is offered 
to t hem in canned fruits. Now that dextrose is -s.yailablo 
for canning fruits £i product may be produced, (1) that is less 
aweet and n:.ore palatable, (2) that better r8ti.^ins the natural 
fruit flavor, and (3) that contains lesa sugar to frive the 
same preservin;-, action of sucrose. 
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To the fruit canner the use of dextrose should result  in 
a "DOtter f lavored product witn an economy of production. 
To the consumer thin "'ould mean a moi-e palatable canned fruit 
containinr!; a healthful energy sjugar, 
L l k e v,-iBe, in canned peas the a.-aount of sucrose added 
dften masks the natural pGfi flavor. The adjustificnt of salt 
and sugar ratios and proper cannin;f, v/ith a partial reolaceiaent 
of sucrose by dextrose should result in a product which evon 
upon stoi'age will taste like "it was Just canned yesterday", 
or in other words, the fresh canned flavor vvill in part be 
preserved. 
Dextrose also aids in firming soft fruit such as peaches, 
apricots and gi'^apefruit s-egijients. rlo'n'sver, too much dextrose 
in fruita like loerries or cherriee say cauae shriveling and 
shr inka^^e > 
The succesuful production of a' food product containing 
dextrooe involves more than just the siraplo roplaceaient of 
sucrose by de-xtroae. The acid-sugar ratio has an iiriportant 
influence on tiae taste aa dextrose will countax?tract leas acid 
than sucrose on a svveetenins bus is. The relation of sugar to 
other ingredients such as salt has a distinct bearing on the 
taste. A consideration and adjustiEent of forrr.ula for the 
factors involved in the development of a product with dextrose 
should aid in producin,?? the desired result. 
Dextrose should find Increased use in preserves because of 
its ability to Improve flavor and palatability, and also from 
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the econoinic standpoint. DoxtroGe also has a lil,cr,Eior osTiOtic 
prGTsSure than sucrose vrhlch aids in the preservation. Pro-
ser^yerc. r^hov^ld find dextroa-s hel:-rfu]. in adjusting the consistency 
of their pi-oduct ao a dextrose solution has a higher viscosity 
than a sucrose of the sajae concentr.Mtion. 
The lira It in;.- factor on the use of dextrose in preserves 
is the onncentration of Bugara, v/hich aay cause the crystall iza-
tion of dextrose if a lai-ge replacement Is used. The fact 
that a number of," fruit preserves hai'e been prepared v;lth 
varying a^Tiounts of dextrose ^s'lthout the undesirable crystalliza­
tion during storage .3Ives proaise of the ooatcerclal poauibllities. 
Gonclusiono 
I, The three types of dextrose in the orders of their 
incrcasinf- resistance to discoloration in food products 
are hydrate, anhydrous and dyno dextrose. 
II. The darkening- of dextrose in canned foods appears to be 
due to the follov/ing factors: 
A, The length of time and the teaipernturc at ?/ ich a food 
product iG heated, aoec not appear to be a responsible 
a'iont for the darkening of dextrose solutions but 
the heating conditionB ai''e an important aid to the 
discoloration due to other factors present. 
3, iietallic salts and uietalllc iono which find their 
way Into a food product, do not affect the diacolora­
tion of dextrose If the aetal concentration is less 
than 75 p.p.Ri. The foliovvin;::: metals in a 0.3 molar 
concentration produced considera-jle cai'-a.-iielizatlon 
of dextrose: Copper, zinc, tin, ehrorniua, iron and 
aluminium, Sodiua, nicliGl and calcium produced 
ro objectionable caramelisation, 
C. The a;.'ioant and cheffiical nature of protein material 
and a;riino iicids present have an impo:rtarjt Influence 
upon dextrose decoaiposition, The araino acids 
cause a di Baopearance or chervlc.al breakdown of 
some of the dextrose. The anino acids cause a 
discoloration of dextrose. The effect of protein 
material is less than that of the a-:,iino acids, yet 
dSKtrose may be discolored "by some protein niaterial 
such as Is preeent in peas and corn, 
D. The auicunt of discolorvition of dextrose solutions 
increases with ttie concentration, 
E. The pH af the raedia has an l.r.portant influence upon 
the discoloration of dextrose. 
1. Above pH 7 the decomposition increases ^vith the pH. 
2, 3elov,' neutrality the discoloration is inhibited 
with decrease in pH to abovit 3.50 
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3, The Icind of acid present doea not seeiri to 
aaterlally effect th© discoloration. 
F. The decoiiipos it Ion or, caranellsation of dextrose causes 
a decrease of pH and increase in aaount of colored 
substances. 
Ill, The airiount of dextrose present in food products han an 
Important Influence upon the flavor. 
a. In dilute solutions (5 to 10^) dextrose is 75;n as 
B»e e t as sue ros c. 
8. In concentrated solutions (30;t or .^.bove) dextross 
has been found to be equally as svveet and S'weeler 
than ^^ucrose solutions of the same concentriition, 
C. The more complex sugars such aa sucrose mask the 
flavor while the si^aple de.xtroac sarrar enhances the 
natural flavor of the food product. 
D. The su^nar-acid ratio Is iaoortant in replacinf, 
sucrose by dextrose as dextrose counter-acts less 
acid than aucroso on a sv/setsnlng basis. 
E. The sugar-salt ratio is important for the most 
palatable taste particularly in ve,r,etable products. 
IV. Dextrose can be used coamercially to produce a nuoiber 
of satisfactory canned vegetables and fruits. 
1, Peaa have been satisfactorily canned with a 25/S 
replacement of sucrose by dextrose to pr^oduco a 
product superior to sucrose canned peas in flavor. 
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8, Up t/•) 25% of sucrose znay be replaced by doxtrosc In 
the canning of whole kei^nel sweet corn. DextroBe 
In creas style corn gave unsatisfactory reoults. 
3, The reolacenient of sucrose in tie syrpp of canned 
fruits by dextrose results In a product v/lth an 
improved outBtAndlnf<. fruit flavor. The .'i-cid 
h?.rchnesr3 noticeable in the cucrone car.ried fruits 
is not evident in tho fruit syrup containino; dextrose. 
Dextrose also aids in f iriclns or hold In;: together 
soft fruit like peaches, apricots, and grapefruit 
se^Tj-'iionts; hO',vevor, too -.Quch dextrose in fruits 
like berries anrl cherries:- say cause a nhrivelins 
or shrinka're. The best r'i.tios of dextrose to 
sucrose found in this investigation for ca:r;ins 
fruits arc surcuarised as follo'.vs; 
Taole XL 
Fruits 
Per cent 
Su'jar in syrup 
Ratio of 
Dextrooe to Sucrose 
Apricots 
Blackberries 
Cherries 
Peaches 
Pears 
Red F'vaspberriea 
Strawberries 
55 
55 
40' 
55 
40 
50 
50 
1 
1 
1 
1 i 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
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V. Dextrose has been successfully used in pz-'eparing 
preserveB which had a good color, excellent flavor, 
and have not crys'tallized In two yos.rs tl;ne. The 
ratios of d,c;ctrose to aucrooe ivhich soeraed to give 
acceptable reoults in preserves are as follows; 
Peach 2:5, fitravvberry 1:4, Orange 2:5, and 
Damson 1:5. The darlceriing of dextrose in preserves 
may be aaaociated with the type of pitment in the 
fruit. It appears that less dextrose can "bo used 
in red and purple pigiaented fruits than in the 
yellow typos 
Su!3i:.'iary 
Although the governmental restriction on the usf? of 
dextrose in food products was eliiainated in December, 1930 
the use of this sugar has not found acceptance in 
canning and preserving because of three factors; (1) a 
discoloration or carasielization of the.sugar durlAS hoatinrj, 
(3) a lacli of ovroetness as comoared to sucrose, (3) a,n 
unclesirhble crystalliaation in some jams and preserves. 
The reijults of this investigation shov; that the 
discoloration or carasieliaation of dextrose in food products, 
is influenced by the tiae and temperature of heating, pH 
of product, chemical nature particularly'- proteins present, 
added inrrredlents particularly certain inorganic salts, 
metals, and containers. 
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The caraaiellzation of dextrose Is Inhlbite-i as the 
pH is decreased to about 3.5, Alkaline or exti'-orue acid 
media ,:xreatlj acoelerate the cara:r!eli3atio>'i of dextrosQ. 
Inor5-a3T.ie calto, particularly those 'iVhich nii,3ht be derived 
from nietals in the processes of canr.in;;?,, isucii as iron, 
copner, aluminiuiu and chro;:;lusi favor cai-'anieliaation. 
Sodliini cliloride has a minor influence dspendin.;?; on the 
amount of inpuritiea. The cnernical nature of tae product 
has an iraportant bearing on t'ne discoloration of dextrose 
under the processing conditions. 
This investi;<^2.tion on c ained fruits and vegetables 
in plain and enamel-lined tins under coarnercial conditions 
gave results different froa thos of previous investi;.7,ators 
usinr 3XSC0 jax'G and hoiae procesoinj; pi'ocedures. the 
study of the checniical nature of a particular fruit or 
vegetable and consideration of the conditions under '.vnioh 
it is to be proceaced one may successfully can or"- preserve 
such a product using dextrose in t he inediua. Araon;- the 
products in thlo investigation in which dextrose has been 
successfully used are peao, corn, apricots, cherrieo, 
strawberries, raspberries, blackberrleo, peaciiOEJ and peura, 
A co:aparison of the sweetness of sucrose and dextrose 
under conditions simulating tastin;^ by tiie consu-jier sho»ved 
that dextrose v/as 3/4 as sweet as sucrose. The sweetness 
may be affected by the acid-sugar ratio, salt-sugar ratio 
or other ingredients or substances preoent. 
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